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3Abstract
Origami, the age-old art of folding intricate three-dimensional structures fromflatmaterial,
has found numerous applications in e.g. the design of deployable structures andmechanical
metamaterials. This thesis investigates the axial compressibility of cylindrical origami, i.e.,
cylindrical structures folded from a single rectangular sheet of paper. It is shown via purely
geometric arguments that a general fold pattern has only finitely many strain-free cylindri-
cal embeddings. Therefore, continuous deformations must either induce elastic strain or
deform the preexisting folds. A counterexample shows that the obtained necessary flexibil-
ity conditions are sharp.The results restrict the space of possible constructions for designing
rigid-foldable deployable structures and metamaterials.
Despite this rigidity result, origami cylinders are nevertheless observed to compress ap-
parently isometrically. In a second step, this apparent flexibility ismodeled by replacing hard
rigidity constraints with simple soft constraints in a way inspired by physical experiments,
numerical simulations, and theoretical arguments.The resulting energyminimization prob-
lem is solved in two different ways: numerically using the particular geometry of the feasible
set and qualitatively using topological arguments about the set of critical points.The results
exhibit marked buckling phenomena reproducible in experiments, indicating a geometric
as opposed to a physical origin. The model can be used for rapid prototyping in the design
of foldable cylindrical structures with a prescribed strain response to axial compression.
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1. Introduction
If a thin-walled cylinder—such as the side of a soda can—is subjected to axial compression, a
strange phenomenonoccurs: thematerial does not deformuniformly, but instead buckles to
form a number of creases. Moreover, these creases appear in a completely regular pattern of
diamonds [63, 18] and encompass most of the in-plane stress that is unavoidably generated
by the compression [39, 59].
According to the classical elasticity theory for thin surfaces (e.g. [13]), the elastic ener-
gies associated to different deformations of such thin-walled structures scale differentlywith
the shell’s thickness: while stretching and in-plane shearing causes strain proportional to the
thickness, pure bending of the shell results in strain scaling with the cube of the thickness.
Thus, idealized infinitely thin materials are perfectly incompressible and can only deform
via bending of infinitely sharp folds.
These infinitely thin shells are thus located in the domain of origami, the age-old art of
paper folding. Its obvious aesthetic aspects notwithstanding, the mathematics of folding as
an independent subject has sparked considerable research interest due to a great number of
possible applications in various engineering disciplines.
One major problem of mathematical origami is that of flexibility: given a folded struc-
ture made from perfectly rigid material, bendable only at the existing folds, is that structure
deformable or is it locked into its original shape? As evidenced by Figure 1.1, there exist
origami cylinders that are indeed flexible if folded from ordinary paper. But are they rigidly
flexible or only because they are made from slightly flexible material? And what aspects of a
fold pattern determine flexibility of the origami cylinder?
Figure 1.1:An origami cylinder of ordinary paper compresses. But is it because the material stretches?
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1.1 Background
The obvious representation of straight-fold origami as polyhedra leads to the problem of
rigidity of polyhedral surfaces, a question that already occupied mathematicians’ minds at
the time of Euler and is still not perfectly solved. Supporting the validity of this represen-
tation, the properties of perfect rigidity and perfectly sharp folds also emerge as direct con-
sequences of the theory of elasticity if one seeks approximation relations between three-
dimensional elasticity of thin objects and the treatment of their middle surface as a two-
dimensional elastic object.
Besides asking about the flexibility of a given folded structure, the other great branch
of origami studies focuses on systematic design. To achieve a variety of ends, folded struc-
tures with a predefined set of properties and the associated fold patterns need to be found.
Such properties include rigid flexibility, defined elastic responses to axial compression, or
bistability between a compact storage state and a vastly different, expanded deployed state.
1.1.1 Rigid polyhedra
The study of polyhedral rigidity for closed surfaces, without holes or boundaries, has a very
long mathematical history. The first formulated result dates back to 1766, when Leonard
Euler first conjectured (but was unable to prove) that all polyhedral surfaces are rigid [21].
However, the first proven mathematical result only appeared in 1813, when Cauchy was
able to prove that convex polyhedral surfaces (such as e.g. the surfaces of Platonic solids) are
infinitesimally rigid [12, 15], that is, the only infinitesimal isometric deformations are the
infinitesimal rigid body motions. (Cauchy himself actually proved non-infinitesimal rigid-
ity, a slightly weaker statement, but it was later discovered by Alexandrov [2] that his ar-
guments are equally applicable to show infinitesimal rigidity, which is why this result bears
Cauchy’s name.)
The case of non-convex polyhedra proved to be much harder to treat: the first exam-
ple of a flexiblemechanical linkage, that is, a polyhedron without its solid faces (a network
of rigid rods connected by pin joints), was only found in 1896 by Bricard [10, 11]. Unfor-
tunately, his counterexamples cannot be extended to polyhedra since filling in the faces of
Bricard’s linkages would create self-intersections. Rigidity of true polyhedra thus remained
an open question.
Another 80 years later, in 1975, Herman Gluck proved that “almost all” polyhedra are
rigid, in the sense that the set of rigid polyhedra is open in the space of all polyhedra [25].
Finally, in 1977, Connelly found the first true (read: not self-intersecting) counterexam-
ple of a flexible polyhedron [14], which has since been simplified into the now canonical
example of Steffen’s polyhedron. A final noteworthy result, the famous Bellows theorem, was
again proven by Connelly, Sabitov, andWalz in 1997 [16] and states that any flexible closed
polyhedral surface must maintain its enclosed volume. Its name stems from the equivalent
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formulation that every bellows (which must change its volume in order to expel air) must
incur material strain during operation, to the effect that no “perfect” bellows exists.
In contrast to these global results, there are numerous results about general local flex-
ibility, applicable to folded surfaces of arbitrary topology, detailing whether a single vertex
and the collection of faces around it is flexible. It is clear that if the single-vertex origami is
rigidly flexible, then it must flex solely by changing the dihedral angles associated to each
edge. These angles are subject to a natural closing condition: any closed curve that trav-
els around the central vertex must remain closed during the flexing operation. This closing
condition results in algebraic flexibility conditions which have been proposed in a variety of
formulations such as rotationmatrices [6], quaternions [60], or in the language of spherical
geometry [52]. Common to all of these is that they essentially express the notion, first intro-
ducedbyHuffman [32], that the discreteGauß curvature at the vertexmust remain constant
during any isometric deformation, in analogy toGauß’ famousTheorema Egregium [19] for
smooth surfaces. Any solution to the algebraic conditions is a valid configuration of the
origami and flexibility is then a consequence of the algebraic equations possessing a con-
nected family of solutions.
One way to extend this analysis to multi-vertex origami is to simply periodically repeat
a suitable flexible single-vertex origami to obtain a flexible polyhedral surface resembling a
wrinkled sheet of paper. The classical example of such a multi-vertex flexible origami is the
doubly-corrugatedMiura-ori [43], composed of quadrilateral faces, which possesses a sin-
gle degree of freedom. Variations of this quadrilateral fold pattern have been analyzed ex-
tensively, culminating in the classification of all flexible periodic quadrilateral patterns [53].
Moreover, it has been shown that, given careful selection of parameters, these fold patterns
can be folded up into cylinders [58]. Such cylindrical Miura-ori represent isolated points
in the family of solutions, though, as they will unfold into a planar surface if the origami is
evolved along its degree of freedom.
This thesis is concerned with a slight modification of the original question of polyhe-
dral flexibility: does removing two edge-disjoint faces from a polyhedron (thereby turning
it into a cylinder) increase its flexibility? Since the two absent faces are now essentiallymade
flexible, it is clear that the classical results about global flexibility can no longer be applied.
Thequestionwas answered in the affirmative byTachi [54], who created the first rigidly
flexible origami cylinders. His example is made of quadrilateral faces, but is not developable,
that is, it cannot be folded from a single flat piece of paper without tearing or stretching.
The first nontrivial developable rigidly flexible origami cylinder, the Tachi-Miura pattern
(TMP) depicted in Figure 1.2 was discovered only in 2010 [54, 45].
Thus, the existence of the TMP answers the question about existence of rigidly flexi-
ble origami cylinders. But not only is it the only known example of its kind, there are also
no structural statements about necessary or sufficient conditions for flexibility of general
origami cylinders: while much work has been done to explore the variety and flexibility of
specific fold patterns, or simple families of regular fold patterns, no efforts towards the anal-
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Figure 1.2: The Tachi-Miura fold pattern (TMP) and two sample embeddings. The purely vertical
fold lines marked in red are perfectly sharp in all embeddings, so that the adjacent orange faces lie back
to back.
ysis of arbitrary fold patterns have been undertaken. Analyzing the structure and flexibility
of general, permanently cylindrical origami will be a main subject of this thesis.
1.1.2 Elasticity of thin shells
The notion of rigid origami also arises quite naturally in a vastly different area of mathe-
matics: the study of thin elastic surfaces. In the most general terms, the classical elasticity
theory describes the relation between forces and elastic energies on one hand and deforma-
tions of three-dimensional bodies on the other hand. A very important special case is that
of three-dimensional bodies which are very thin, i.e., two of their dimensions greatly exceed
the third. Such thin bodies are called sheets (if their rest state is flat, such as a sheet of paper)
or, more general, shells (if their rest state is curved, such as a hollow pipe).
One of the most familiar instances of deformation of thin plates and the one that is
relevant to this work is the crumpling of paper.Here, the challenge is to derive the associated
complicated phenomena—the generation of creases, the pattern that these creases form,
their number and sizes, et cetera—from the relatively simple laws of elasticity.
If we consider the shell to be the extrusion of a two-dimensional middle surface, an in-
tuitive question to ask is whether there exist any “limit theories”, i.e., two-dimensional elas-
ticity theories that when applied to the middle surface yield approximations for the three-
dimensional elastic theory of the full body if the shell thicknessh approaches zero.Although
various models for elastic thin shells have been proposed throughout history, most promi-
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nently theKirchhoffmodel [34], thesemodels are derived fromheuristic assumptions on the
nature of thin shell deformations and have not been established as mathematically rigorous
limits.
Indeed, this ad hoc notion of “limit theory” was given a mathematically precise mean-
ing only in recent years first by Le Dret and Raoult [36] and then by Friesecke, James, and
Müller [23] with the notion of Γ-convergence or, closely related but maybe more familiar,
convergence ofminimizers. Loosely speaking, a sequence of functionalsFh (in this case: the
three-dimensional elastic energy per unit thickness E :“ h´1E over the space of embed-
dings of thickness h) Γ-converges to a limit F if a) every minimizer of F is the limit point
of a sequence pxhqwhere each xh minimizes the functionalFh and b) conversely, the limit
of every convergent sequence pxhq of minimizers is itself a minimum of F .
Such Γ-limits have been found not only for the elastic energy itself, but also for var-
ious rescaled functionals of the form h´αE, roughly analogous to different terms in the
expansion of E into a power series in h:
The membrane model The simplest case is that of no additional rescaling, α “ 0. The
classical theory of elasticity dictates that the leading order contributor to the unscaled en-
ergyE is themembrane energy arising from stretching or shearing in the shell’s tangent plane,
scaling linearly in h. The rescaled elastic energyE is thus expected to have a finite limit.
Experiments and numerical simulations paint an even stronger picture: if a strip of pa-
per is confined to form a single ridge, the normalized energy E not only has a finite limit,
but scales with h5{3 [38, 39, 59, 37]. This empirical observation was given rigorous math-
ematical support by Venkataramani [56, 57] under some simplifying assumptions, and in
full generality by Conti andMaggi [17].
They showed, building upon Le Dret and Raoult [36] (who completed the case α “
0), that the Γ-limit of h´αE for α P r0, 5{3q of an embedding u of the center surface is
given by
ˆ
Γ´ lim
hÑ0h
´αE
˙
puq “
$&%0 , u is a short map,8 , else,
where u is typically taken from the function spaceW 1,8pΩ,R3q for a suitable parameter
domain Ω Ă R2. Such a map u is called short map if it is nowhere extending, that is, the
matrix Id2´p∇uT∇uq is positive semidefinite almost everywhere. Intuitively, the matrix
∇uT∇u measures the change in metric tensor and thus the deformation of infinitesimal
volumes by the deformation u. It is also called the Cauchy-Green strain tensor in elasticity
theory.
TheKirchhoffmodel Friesecke, James, andMüller [24] covered the limits of functionals
h´αE for values of α ě 2. For α “ 2, the Γ-limit gives the Kirchhoff plate energy when
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applied to isometric maps u (where∇uT∇u “ Id2 almost everywhere) and is infinite on
all non-isometric u. The Kirchhoff energy, first proposed by Kirchhoff [34], is a simplified
2D elastic energy derived from the full 3D elasticity theory using the additional assumption
that the thin plate is not sheared along its offset direction during the deformation, that is,
points on a given normal to the middle surface remain on a common normal to the middle
surface throughout the deformation. For even higher values of α, the limit functionals are
only ever finite if u is an affine map.The remaining range of 53 ď α ă 2 remains open.
1.1.3 Targeted design of origami
The earliest application of rigidly foldable origami sheets (not necessarily glued into a cylin-
der) is the Miura-ori from 1969 [43, 44], which was originally proposed to store satellite
solar panels in flat-folded compact form during launch.
Since then, techniques and insights from the studyof rigidly foldable origamihave been
applied to diverse areas, such as the design of mechanical metamaterials [49, 50] and shock
absorbers [64, 51], the construction of self-inflating stent grafts inmedical engineering [35],
or flat-folding of packaging material [1, 3, 61]. Consequently, the targeted design of rigid
origami structures [20, 48, 33, 22] is a very active field of research. Nevertheless, despite
such a wide range of interests and considerable research effort, various aspects of the global
rigid flexibility of origami cylinders and the scope of possible rigidly flexible origami struc-
tures still remain poorly understood as current research into the design of origami cylinders
focuses on exploring only a very narrow set of fold patterns.
1.1.4 Elastic origami
Analogous to the study of elastic thin shells, the field of elastic origami is concerned with
the influence of folds on the elastic behavior of thin shells, as it has long been known that
a material’s mechanical properties can change when it is folded. A very simple experiment
illustrates this fact: try to hold a flat sheet of paper horizontally by one edge. The opposite
edge will flap down due to gravity. Now fold the paper perpendicular to the held edge into
a wedge-like shape and hold the same edge.The paper will no longer bend downwards1.
The elastic flexibility of cylindrical origami under axial compression in particular were
examined in detail by Guest and Pellegrino [26, 27, 28]. They focused on a specific class of
fold patterns, exemplified inFigure 1.3, that they showed are all strain-free in both their fully
extended and fully compressed configuration. Furthermore, they found that the maximum
strains during the compression can be made arbitrarily small by refining the fold pattern to
a suitable amount.
Another field of interest in the study of elastic origami is the relation between the pre-
dicted behavior of idealized polyhedral origami and their real-world counterparts. We only
1This is more commonly applied to pizza wedges.
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Figure 1.3: A cylinder of Guest and Pellegrino type.
highlight the Tachi-Miura pattern here: it is rigidly flexible as an infinitely thin polyhedral
surface, but still requires compressive force when actually folded from paper [62].
1.2 Overview and contribution
The main focus of this work is to analyze origami cylinders with respect to two different
notions of flexibility. Within the classical setting of perfectly isometric deformations, we
obtain strict conditions on the rigidity of such cylindrical origami, but these are unsuited
to explain why some paper cylinders deform nevertheless. We therefore employ a relaxed
notion of nearly perfect rigidity as the basis for finding numerically a cylinder’s dynamic re-
sponse to axial compression.
1.2.1 Rigid origami cylinders
As evidenced by the existence of the Tachi-Miura pattern, (perfectly) rigid origami cylinders
can exhibit flexibility despite the fact that all their faces are rigid polygons. In order to de-
scribe the nature of this flexibility, Chapter 2 introduces a novel and very general framework
for describing rigid origami and shows that even undermore general regularity assumptions,
all origami cylinders must necessarily be polyhedral surfaces. This model describes origami
cylinders by the intuitive folding process: on a rectangular domain, fold lines are drawn.This
fold pattern is then folded rigidly along its fold lines such that the domain’s left and right
boundaries align perfectly, to the effect that the entire folded rectangle forms a cylindrical
polyhedral surface.
Furthermore, it is shown that theTMPpossesses a striking feature, being constructedof
twomirror-symmetric pieces glued together along folds whose fold lines are vertical, that is,
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Figure 1.4:The bellows theorem does not apply to this origami cylinder, but it nevertheless deforms.
This apparent flexibility is shown to be a phenomenon of elasticity.
parallel to the domain’s left and right boundaries. To be precise, it is shown that fold patterns
that do not include at least two vertical fold lines are incompressible and that, moreover, at
least two of the vertical fold lines must be folded sharp, that is, the adjacent faces must lie
directly on top of each other.This analysis not only covers the realm of regular, rotationally
symmetric fold patterns, but extends to all fold patterns with finitely many folds.
The cornerstone to our argument is to represent the problem of rigid foldability as a
root finding problem for a certain real analytic function. We show that this function has at
least one nonzero value, implying that it can only have isolated zeroes, which rules out con-
tinuous isometric deformations of origami cylinders. Our result extends the bellows theo-
rem by proving that it is impossible to crush a large class of origami cylinders (e.g., those
shown in Figure 1.4) without the restricting assumption that the cylinder’s top and bottom
maintain their shape during deformation. These results have been published in the Journal
ofMechanical Engineering [8], andparts of this article are reproduced inChapter 2without
continued citation.
Additionally, two different design applications of this origami model are presented.
Section 2.4 sketches a possible design process for origami cylinders of arbitrary height while
Section 2.5 highlights the construction of origami cylinders that are bistable: a fold pattern
that can be folded in two different ways to origami cylinders of different height.
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1.2.2 Nearly rigid origami cylinders
Having established that rigid origami are in fact mostly inflexible, we relax the rigidity con-
dition to analyze nearly rigid origami cylinders. As described in Chapter 3, these are initially
polyhedral surfaces whose faces are separated along the edges and then rejoined via elas-
tic rubber bands. All faces can move freely via individual rigid body motions and are only
constrained by the elastic energy incurred by the rubber bands.
This model is then used to simulate the response of real folded structures to axial com-
pression. To this end, the boundary edges are clamped to specific heights and the energy is
minimized over the space of all face configurations subject to clamping and rigidity con-
straints.The minimization process exploits the geometric fact that the constraint manifold
can be expressed as a simple Lie group to enable the use of efficient numerical algorithms, a
fact that is laid out in greater detail in Chapter 4.
Finally, we show that a suitable approximation to the elastic energy allows to predict
with great ease the general qualitative behavior of the minimizer as the compression pro-
gresses. Both the approximate prediction and the numerically obtainedminimizer show sev-
eral striking phenomena: not only do they restrict to a very narrow set of possible states with
only short intermediary transitions, they furthermore exhibit discontinuous jumps, which
we associate with buckling phenomena observed in crushing experiments. Our model thus
shows that buckling is by no means an intricate consequence of the elasticity theory of thin
shells but arises instead very naturally from geometric conditions.
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2. Rigid Origami
We now present the framework that is used to describe rigid origami cylinders.Within this
framework, we will then prove this chapter’s main result, Theorem 2.3.2 about continuous
flexibility of rigid origami cylinders.
At its heart, our model is a description of polyhedral surfaces in the language of differ-
ential geometry.We therefore begin by introducing the requisite notions of this mathemat-
ical area. Following that, we establish in Section 2.2 the central concepts and assumptions
of our model for rigid origami cylinders. In Section 2.3, we introduce the notion of defor-
mations into our model and proceed to prove this chapter’s main result, which is that rigid
origami cylinders are, in fact, quite rigid.We reiterate at this point that the attribute “rigid”
is used with two different meanings: the term “rigid origami” refers to the condition that
each individual face cannot be deformed, while “rigid” rigid origamimeans that the origami
cylinder as a whole does not allow for deformations in our sense.
This chapter closes with sketching out how design problems can be handled in the con-
text of the rigid origami model. Section 2.4 provides a design process to imprint on a given
rectangle a fold pattern that can be folded into an origami cylinder of given arbitrary height.
Section 2.5 shows how to construct fold patterns that aremultistable: they can be folded to
different origami cylinders with different heights.
Note that the results presented in this chapter have been published in the ASME Jour-
nal of Mechanical Design [8]. For the sake of legibility, they will be presented here without
explicit citations.
2.1 Basics of developable surfaces
We begin by introducing the necessary mathematical framework for our model of rigid
origami. In this, we follow loosely do Carmo’s book on differential geometry of curves and
surfaces [19].
As we will see, the central notion is that of curves and surfaces that are given as subsets
of the ambient spaceR3. Such surfaces are called embedded:
Definition 2.1.1. An embedded surface is a two-dimensional real Riemannian manifold
M together with an injective proper immersion f : M Ñ R3.
Wewill only consider embedded surfaces and therefore omit the attribute “embedded”
and only talk about the image S “ fpMq. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, our surfaces
will be assumed smooth. We will also only consider orientable surfaces, to the effect that a
consistent choice of unit normalN exists.
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On embedded surfaces, we consider the Riemannian metric that is generated from the
Euclidean metric of the ambient space.This leads to the notion of fundamental forms:
Definition 2.1.2. Let S be an embedded surface.The first fundamental form I is the metric
tensor of the metric on S induced byR3. If S is parametrized by local coordinates u and v
and parameter map f , the metric tensor takes on the form
I :“
˜
xfu, fuy xfu, fvy
xfv, fuy xfv, fvy
¸
.
Here, fu and fv are the first partial derivatives of f .
Definition 2.1.3. A smooth map f : S Ñ S between two embedded surfaces S and S is
called isometric if the metrics on S and S are related via the differential df , that is, one is
the pullback of the other:
IS “ f˚ IS .
In particular, we also call the embedding f : M Ñ S isometric if theRiemannianmet-
ric on the parameter manifoldM coincides with the pull-back of the metric on S induced
by the standard Euclidean metric onR3.
Definition 2.1.4. The second fundamental form IImeasures the change of the unit surface
normalN along tangent directions. Expressed in coordinates, it takes on the form
II :“
˜
xfuu, Ny xfuv, Ny
xfvu, Ny xfvv, Ny
¸
.
For isometric embeddings,where thefirst fundamental form is the identitymatrix, it is equal
to the shape operator as matrices. Hence, the Gauß curvature of S is given by the function
K “ det II. The principal curvatures are the eigenvalues of II, the mean curvature is the
mean of the principal curvatures or half the trace of II.
Points where exactly one principal curvature is zero are called parabolic points. If both
principal curvatures are zero, they are called flat points.
The Gauß curvature is particularly important because it is invariant under isometric
deformations, that is, it can be expressed purely in terms of the first fundamental form, even
though the second fundamental form itself may well change.
Theorem 2.1.5 (Theorema Egregium). Let f be an isometric map between embedded
surfaces S and S. Then the respective Gauß curvaturesK andK satisfy
K “ K ˝ f .
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A consequence of the Theorema Egregium is that any smooth object that can be cre-
ated from a flat piece of paper without cutting or stretching must have Gauß curvature zero
everywhere. Surfaces with this property are called developable:
Definition 2.1.6. An embedded surfaceS is called developable if its Gauß curvature is zero
everywhere.
Another important class of surfaces are ruled surfaces.The classical definition of a ruled
surface is that it can be generated by attaching to each point of a smooth curve a line such
that the union of these lines forms a smooth surface.
Definition 2.1.7. A surface S is called a ruled surface if through each point x P S there
exists a straight line that is wholly contained in S. The surface can thus be parametrized
by asymptotic lines via a function fps, tq “ γptq ` s ¨ vptq, where s, t are real variables,
γ is a smooth curve in R3 and v is a smooth curve on the unit sphere S2. The curve γ
is called directrix or base curve and the curve v is called director curve. The straight lines
lt : s ÞÑ fps, tq are called rulings of the surface S.
We extend this definition to bounded surfaces by requiring that the parameters s, t are
suitably bounded.
Classical examples of smooth ruled surfaces are cylinders and hyperboloids. The rela-
tion between ruled and developable surfaces is the following:
Theorem 2.1.8. Every ruled surface has nonpositive Gauß curvature everywhere.
Wepoint out that there is some ambiguity about the relation between developable and
ruled surfaces in the mathematical literature. Some authors, for instance do Carmo, define
developable surfaces to be those ruled surfaces where each ruling has constant tangent plane
(the Gauß curvature is zero as a consequence), while some authors, such as Hartman and
Wintner [30], use our definition purely in terms of Gauß curvature and denote surfaces of
the former kind by torses. The relation between torses and developable surfaces was again
characterized by Hartman andWintner [30,Theorem 5]:
Theorem 2.1.9. Let S be aC2 surface parametrized by fpu, vq. If S is a torse, then its Gauß
curvature is identically zero; conversely, if the Gauß curvature of S is identically zero and if
either every point of S is a flat point or every point of S is a non-flat point, then S is a torse.
Thus, every torse is developable (in our sense) and the converse holds only for surfaces
of Gauß curvature zero that consist only of flat points or only of non-flat points.This leaves
open the case of surfaceswithboth types of points. It is clear that such surfacesmust bepiece-
wise torsal and that the individual torsal pieces must correspond to the connected compo-
nents of the sets F of flat points and P of non-flat points. Moreover, as Massey shows [41,
Theorem 3], the individual pieces are joined together by straight lines:
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Theorem 2.1.10. Let S be a C4 surface with Gauß curvature zero. Let F be the set of flat
points ofS (a closed set inS), and letP be the set of all non-flat points (an open set inS).Then
through each point of the topological boundary BP there passes a straight line on S and this
straight line is entirely contained in BP . Thus BP is the union of straight line segments.
In order to transport the crucial notion of Gauß curvature to the case of origami cylin-
ders, which will only be piecewise regular surfaces, we need to adapt the corresponding no-
tions, in particular that of Gauß curvature, to the surface’s irregularities. In principle, poly-
hedral surfaces have two types of nonregularities, edges and vertices, that require a redefi-
nition. In order to preserve the spirit of the Theorema Egregium 2.1.5, edges are assigned
zero Gauß curvature (as it is always possible to flatten two faces joined at a single edge) and
vertices are assigned their angle defect 2pi ´ ři θi, where the θi are the interior angles of
all faces joined at that vertex. Under this discrete Gauß curvature, all notions and theorems
introduced for the smooth setting remain true for origami surfaces.
Finally, we also need to consider embedded curves inR3. An important concept is the
notion of a frame along a curve, in particular the Frenet frame:
Definition 2.1.11. Let I Ă R be a compact interval and γ : I Ñ R3 be aC2 curve such
that :γptq ‰ 0 and | 9γptq| “ 1 for all t P I . Define T ptq :“ 9γptq,Nptq :“ p:γptq{|:γptq|q
andBptq :“ T ptqˆNptq.Then the triple pT,N,Bq is an orthonormal frame for all t and
is called the Frenet frame of γ.
Theorem 2.1.12. Let γ : I Ñ R3 be a C2 curve such that :γptq ‰ 0 and | 9γptq| “ 1 for
all t P I , and let pT,N,Bq be its Frenet frame. Then T,N,B satisfy the so-called Frenet
equations: there exist functions κ, τ : I Ñ R such that¨˚
˝ 9T9N
9B
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˝ 0 κ 0´κ 0 τ
0 ´τ 0
‹˛‚¨
¨˚
˝TN
B
‹˛‚ .
The function κ is called curvature of γ, the function τ is called torsion of γ.
2.2 Rigid origami cylinders
Wenow lay out the framework in which we conduct our analysis.The central notion is that
of “folding instructions:”
Definition 2.2.1. A fold pattern is a finite set of straight lines (fold lines) imposed on a
rectangle of sizewˆ h. We denote the points where fold lines intersect each other or meet
the boundary by vertices.
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If the rectangle domain is cut along the fold lines, one obtains a collection of disjoint
components. We call (the closure of ) these components faces.
Intuitively, the rectangle is then folded along the fold lines into a three-dimensional ob-
ject such that the left and right boundaries come to match and the upper and lower bound-
aries lie in parallel planes: by
Definition 2.2.2. A rigid origami cylinder is a fold pattern together with an embedding of
the rectangular domain intoR3 that satisfies the following conditions:
1. it is continuous,
2. it isC4 and isometric on each face of the fold pattern including the face boundaries,
3. fold lines are mapped to straight lines, and
4. horizontal sections of the domain aremapped to closed curves contained in horizon-
tal planes each. Note that this condition implies the closing of the fold pattern into
a cylinder.
This last assumption ismotivated by the prevalence of vertically layered fold patterns among
those fold patterns that appear to be flexible, such as the one in Figure 1.1.
The distance between the two boundary planes is called the (embedded) height of the
cylinder. Note that folds can be flat, i.e., the union of its two adjacent faces forms a single
C4 surface.
The embedding map can be visualized as follows: the fold pattern is folded along its
fold lines to the prescribed angles, thereby lining up the left and right rectangle boundaries,
where corresponding points are identified (“glued together”) to form the embedded cylin-
der. It is clear that different fold patterns can be folded to the same cylinder: simply cut
the embedded cylinder open along a different seam to obtain a new fold pattern, which is a
periodic horizontal translation of the original pattern.
On the other hand, a fold pattern could be folded and glued into different embedded
cylinders, but it is less obvious if that is a general property or conditional on certain char-
acteristics of the fold pattern. We will answer this question over the course of Section 2.3,
where we will show that general fold patterns have at most finitely many different embed-
dings (if any).
At this point, our notion of origami cylinder leaves room for the possibility of curved
faces. Indeed, the usual smooth cylinder is a rigid origami cylinder in our sense: its fold
pattern has no fold lines. Contrary to that, the origami community usually defines rigid
origami to be a polyhedral surface whose faces are rigid.Thenext sectionwill reconcile these
two notions and show that the definition given here is actually only a slight generalization
of the usual definition.
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2.2.1 Flatness of faces
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem:
Theorem2.2.3. Arigid origami cylinderwhose embeddedheight is less than itsmaterial height
h is made up entirely of flat faces that meet at the embedded fold lines. In particular, there are
no creases in the embedded cylinder apart from those given by the fold lines.
The proof of this theorem is split into two parts. First, we consider in Lemma 2.2.4
the faces that are completely enclosed by fold lines and do not touch the cylinder’s bound-
aries except possibly in isolated vertices.The leftover boundary faces will be treated using an
auxiliary result about developable ruled surfaces.
Lemma 2.2.4. Let P be a closed non-intersecting polygon with finitely many corners in the
plane, which is embedded isometrically via aC4 map f intoR3 such that each boundary edge
of P is mapped to a straight line segment in R3. Then the resulting surface S “ fpP q is
contained in an affine plane.
Proof. Since f is an isometric map, the surfaceS is developable and thus its Gauß curvature
vanishes everywhere. We divide the points of S into parabolic (where not both principal
curvatures are zero) andflat (where bothprincipal curvatures are zero). Furthermore,we call
a curve inS asymptotic if its tangent vectors coincidewithdirections of vanishingdirectional
curvature at every point. (Intuitively, asymptotic curves correspond to rulings.)
We then require the following two facts aboutC4 developable surfaces [41]:
(1) Every asymptotic curve that contains a single parabolic pointmust consist entirely of
parabolic points.
(2) If an asymptotic curve contains a parabolic point, then it must be a straight line seg-
ment.
The claim is that S does not contain parabolic points. Suppose for contradiction that
S contained a parabolic point. By continuity of the mean curvature function, the set of
parabolic points (as the preimage of Rzt0u) is an open subset of S. Hence there exists a
curve Γ of nonzero arc length that consists entirely of parabolic points and that intersects
asymptotic curves transversally. (For instance, an integral curve of the nonzero principal
direction vector field.)Without loss of generality,Γ is assumed to be parametrized by its arc
length t.
This means that S contains a family of straight line segments, all consisting entirely
of parabolic points, that originate from each point of Γ. Because S is a bounded surface,
each of these straight lines intersects the boundary of S in (at least) two different points. If
these intersections did not coincide with vertices, then they have two linearly independent
directions of vanishing directional curvature: along the edge and along the asymptotic line.
Thus, the asymptotic lines must either only intersect the boundary BS along an entire edge,
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or at most on the vertices. For this there are only finitely many possibilities, which, together
with continuity of the family of asymptotic lines,means that the family is constant. But then
Γ cannot have positive length, contradicting the initial assumption that there exist parabolic
points.
It cannot be that bothP1 andP2 are independent of t: if thatwere true, all straight lines
would in fact be the same (there is only one straight line connecting any two points). But
this cannot be the case as Γ was chosen to be perpendicular to the straight lines.Therefore,
at least one of the intersections must vary with t. Hence, there must exist some point on Γ
whose asymptotic line meets the boundary of S in a point P that is not a vertex. But P is a
flat point as there are two linearly independent directions with zero directional curvature:
one is the asymptotic curve that meets P and one is the boundary line segment of S that
contains P . So there exists an asymptotic curve containing both parabolic points and the
flat point P . This is a contradiction to condition (1). We conclude that S cannot contain
parabolic points.
This proves that all faceswhose sides are all fold linesmust be flat.Wenow turn to those
faces that meet the cylinder’s boundary. We first prove a result about the reconstruction of
developable ruled surfaces from transversal geodesics.
Theorem 2.2.5. LetS, S˜ be twoC3 developable ruled surfaces that are generated by the same
directrix curve Γ (parametrized such that | 9Γptq| “ 1 for all t) and two director curves v, v˜. If
:Γptq ‰ 0 for all t and Γ is a geodesic in both S and S˜, then v and v˜ must agree up to sign.
Proof. ThesurfaceS can be parametrized via amap fps, tq “ Γptq`svptq for suitable s, t.
SinceΓ is a geodesic, its geodesic curvature inSmust be zero and hence its curvature vector
:Γmust be normal toS. LetN :“ :Γ{|:Γ| be the corresponding unit normal. Note that since
S is developable, Nptq is normal to S along the entire ruling tΓptq ` svptqu Ă S. The
ruling direction is obviously a tangent direction to S, so that it can be parametrized by
vptq “ cosφptq ¨ 9Γptq ` sinφptq ¨ pNptq ˆ 9Γptqq , (2.2.1)
where φptq is a suitable angle function.
Furthermore, the second fundamental form of S is given by
II “
˜
xftt, Ny xfst, Ny
xfts, Ny xfss, Ny
¸
.
Developability of S implies that the determinant of II vanishes on an open and dense
subset ofS. Since fss ” 0, we conclude that the off-diagonal entries of IImust also be zero.
Hence, the vector fst “ 9v is perpendicular to the surface normalN , that is, it is a tangent
vector.
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If we differentiate Equation (2.2.1) with respect to t, we obtain
9v “ ´ 9φ sinφ ¨ 9Γ` cosφ ¨ :Γ` 9φ cosφ ¨ pN ˆ 9Γq ` sinφ ¨ p 9N ˆ 9Γ`N ˆ :Γq .
We have N ˆ :Γ “ 0 since they are parallel. Furthermore, we have established that 9v is
tangential, to the effect that
0 “ x 9v,Ny “ cosφx:Γ, Ny ` sinφx 9N ˆ 9Γ, Ny .
We now use the fact that x 9Γ, Ny ” 0, which implies that x:Γ, Ny ` x 9Γ, 9Ny ” 0. This
turns the equation above into
0 “ ´ cosφx 9Γ, 9Ny ` sinφx 9N ˆ 9Γ, Ny
“ cosφx 9Γ, 9Ny ` sinφx 9Γˆ 9N,Ny
“ cosφx 9Γ, 9Ny ` sinφxN ˆ 9Γ, 9Ny .
SinceN has unit length, 9N is again tangential to S. We can thus introduce a second angle
function ψ to write 9N “ p| 9N | cosψq ¨ 9Γ` p| 9N | sinψq ¨ pN ˆ 9Γq. We obtain
0 “ | 9N |pcosφ cosψ ` sinφ sinψq
“ | 9N | cospφ´ ψq .
Finally, note that | 9N | can never be zero: if it were zero for some t, then the Frenet equa-
tions (Theorem 2.1.12) imply :Γptq “ 0, contradicting our assumption that :Γ is nowhere
zero.Therefore we can divide by | 9N | and obtain 0 “ cospφptq ´ ψptqq.
The angleψptq “ =p 9Nptq, 9Γptqq only depends onΓ alone. But ifψ is known, one can
inferφ up to integermultiples ofpi, which, when combinedwith Equation (2.2.1), uniquely
determines v up to sign.
We have shown that, under the assumptions of the theorem, any developable surfaceS
that contains the given Γ both as geodesic and as directrix has its associated director curve
defined up to sign. SinceS, S˜ are two such surfaces, their director curves v, v˜must agree up
to sign.
Having established this auxiliary result, we can now proceed to proveTheorem 2.2.3.
Proof of Flatness Theorem. For a given origami cylinder whose embedded height is strictly
less than the material height, consider a segment Γ of either of its boundaries between two
vertices that is thus aC4 curve. We now show that Γmust be a straight line segment. Since
all folds are straight lines and the boundaries are straight lines between vertices, flatness of
all faces is then a consequence of Lemma 2.2.4.
Assume, by contradiction, that Γ was curved, i.e. that :Γptq ‰ 0 for some t. Then by
restricting the domain of Γ if necessary, we can assume that :Γptq ‰ 0 for all t. Since now
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Γ consists entirely of points which are parabolic points of the attendant face, each point
carries a unique asymptotic line, whose collection is a ruled developable surface (coinciding
with the face that is bounded by Γ), to which we applyTheorem 2.2.5.
Note that by our definition of origami cylinders, Γ is a horizontal curve. This means
that all derivatives of Γ are horizontal vectors as well, in particularN and 9N . Now both 9N
and 9Γ are horizontal andperpendicular toN , implying that theymust be parallel.Therefore,
ψ “ kpi, k P Z, and thus φ “ pi{2` kpi, k P Z, meaning that the ruling direction must
be purely vertical along the entire curve Γ.
SinceΓ does not contain vertices, the vertical rulings cannot coincidewith vertical fold
lines.As a consequence, they cannotmeet other folds except at isolated points since the folds
are straight lines whereas Γ is not.
Therefore, almost all rulings (i.e., those which do not originate from a set of mea-
sure zero) must pass all the way to the other cylinder boundary, implying that the cylin-
der’s height is equal to its material height. This contradicts the assumption that the cylin-
der height is strictly less than the material height.Therefore, the initial assumption that the
boundary curve Γ was actually curved must be false.
A simple example shows that the statement of Theorem 2.2.3 is strict: an ordinary
round cylinder is an origami cylinder in our sense whose fold pattern has zero folds.
It is perhaps surprising that this result has only been proven for such high regularity of
the embedding. One would expect to require less regularity, given that all relevant notions
such as curvature and lengths are already defined forC2 surfaces (and can even be extended
to even less regular embeddings in a weak sense much akin to weak derivatives in the study
of partial differential equations). However, the given proof crucially relies on the two cited
facts about developable surfaces, whose proof in turn requires second derivatives of curva-
ture.To the best of our knowledge, there do not exist counterexamples for surfaces of less
regularity, so that it remains an open question whether the statement is still true forC2 or
C3 surfaces.
2.3 Deformations of origami cylinders
This section introduces deformations of origami cylinders and proves that in general con-
tinuous deformations are impossible.
Definition 2.3.1. A deformation of an origami cylinder is a continuous one-parameter fam-
ily of embeddings of the same fold pattern each satisfying the conditions ofDefinition 2.2.2
such that the heights of this family of cylinders vary continuously with the family parame-
ter. Accordingly, a compression is a deformation where the height is (strictly) monotonically
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Figure2.1:Top row: a fold pattern is cut horizontally along its vertices into strips (orange line). Bottom
row: the lower strip fold pattern is embedded, once as a closed cylinder and once as an open cylinder, with
the gap length marked in dashed red.
decreasing. A fold pattern/origami cylinder is called rigid or incompressible if no such con-
tinuous family exists.
The main theorem of this section states that most fold patterns are incompressible:
Theorem2.3.2. An origami cylinder whose fold pattern does not contain vertical fold lines has
atmost a finite number of heights at which it can be isometrically embedded.Hence, the absence
of vertical folds prohibits isometric deformations with continuously varying heights. Conversely,
any continuously deformable origami cylinder must have at least two vertical fold lines.
Furthermore, there exist additional conditions on the vertical fold lines.
Theorem 2.3.3. If an origami cylinder whose embedded height is less than the material height
contains vertical fold lines, the corresponding folds must be either flat or sharp, that is, the as-
sociated dihedral angle (the angle between the adjacent faces’ unit normals) is either 0 ( for flat
folds) or pi ( for sharp folds). This is independent of the compressibility of the origami cylinder.
Note that the single known family of examples of flexible origami cylinders, the Tachi-
Miura pattern, follows exactly along these two statements: it has two vertical fold lines
whose dihedral angle is equal to pi at all times.
The proof of these two theorems is composed of three steps: first, a candidate fold pat-
tern is split into a stack of horizontal strips by cutting horizontally through each vertex, see
the top row of Figure 2.1. Strips are a special class of fold pattern whose fold lines may only
meet on the pattern’s boundary. Ruling out compressibility of the entire cylinder then re-
duces to ruling out compressibility of each of the fold pattern’s strips.
Secondly, Section 2.3.1 analyzes the space of all possible embeddings of single strips as
origami cylinders with prescribed height. While such an embedding might not be possible
for all values of H , it is possible if one relaxes the condition that the strip closes into a
cylinder, while still maintaining the rest of the assumptions. Intuitively, this corresponds to
cutting the cylinder along any of its seams and then changing its height.
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Finally, for each open embeddingwemeasure the distance betweenmatching points on
opposite sides of the cut. Embeddings that close into a cylinder correspond to zeroes of this
so-called gap function. The proof is completed by showing that, given an initial embedding
into a closed cylinder, this gap function is an analytic function of the embedding’s height
alone and that the gap function must have isolated zeroes.
2.3.1 Embedding a single strip
Having split the given fold pattern into strips, we begin analyzing all possible ways to em-
bed a given strip fold pattern to varying heights. As the first step, we further decompose
strip fold patterns into fans, using the observation that adding new folds will only increase
the cylinder’s flexibility. We can thus assume that the fold pattern is triangulated by adding
arbitrary diagonals to all non-triangular faces. Then since folds can only meet on the strip’s
boundary, we can assign to each vertex the collection of all fold lines emanating from that
vertex, see Figure 2.2.This collection will be called a fan:
Definition 2.3.4. A fan is a maximal subset of fold lines with at least two elements that all
emanate from a common vertex.This common vertex is called the apex of the fan, the other
vertices are called end vertices. The outermost end vertices are furthermore called exterior,
all others are called interior. We will label the fold lines connecting apex and end vertices
accordingly.
Since we assume that the strip fold pattern has been triangulated, the entire fold pat-
tern decomposes into fans. In particular, exterior end vertices are apices of neighboring fans
themselves.
Figure 2.2: A fan with three end vertices is embedded.
Embedding a given fan to a heightH strictly less than its material height h is now eas-
ily done via iteratively embedding all triangles. Each new triangle is joined to an already
embedded triangle by one fold. Because of rigidity, the only freedom left in embedding the
new triangle is to rotate it about the joint edge, to the effect that the yet unembedded vertex
traverses a circle around this edge. Since the third vertex must belong to one of the strip’s
boundaries, it must lie on a specific horizontal plane, which intersects the circle of pos-
sible locations in precisely two points. Thus, each successive triangle can be embedded in
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only two different positions, limiting the total number of embeddings of the entire fan to
2number of triangles-1.
2.3.2 Turning angles at interior vertices
We now phrase the restrictions on the embeddings of triangles in terms of the dihedral an-
gles of the folds or, equivalently, of the turning angles of the fan’s boundary segments. To
this end, first note that the strip’s two boundaries are polygonal lines. This is because all
faces of the original cylinder are flat and the strip boundaries are obtained by cutting the
flat faces with a horizontal plane. Since the position of the vertices in the strip’s fold pattern
determines the lengths of all line segments of the two polygonal lines independent of the
strip’s embedded height, the only variables are the turning angles of the boundaries.We will
analyze these turning angles in this section.
Figure 2.3: Left: Pi`1 lies on one of two definite rays. Right: the corresponding section of the bold
pattern. Note that the value of ui is negative.
Wefirst turn to turning angles at vertices that lie in the interior of a fan. In this section,
we will show that the turning angles can only attain finitely many values which each depend
analytically on the strip’s embedded heightH .
A key observation is the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3.5. For a given fan with apex a and end vertices p1, p2, . . . , pn, denote by upper-
case letters the embedded positions of each vertex. Denote by A¯ the orthogonal projection of A
onto the plane containing the Pi, see Figure 2.2. For i “ 1, 2, . . . , n ´ 1 denote by φi the
angle=A¯PiPi`1. Then φi satisfies:
cosφi “ ´uib
h2 ´H2 ` u2i
, (2.3.1)
where ui is the signed horizontal distance from pi to a and h is the material height of the fold
pattern. See Figure 2.3 for an illustration.
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Proof. The triangle A¯PiPi`1 has side lengths |A¯Pi| “
b
h2 ´H2 ` u2i , |PiPi`1| “
pui`1 ´ uiq, and |A¯Pi`1| “
b
h2 ´H2 ` u2i`1. From here, the claim is equivalent to
the law of cosines.
This lemma opens a way to embed the vertices of a fan given only the embedding of
one of the boundary folds, that is, the positions ofA and P1.
1. Project the embedded apexA orthogonally onto the horizontal plane containingP1.
2. Draw two rays emanating from P1 which each enclose an angle of φ1 (defined by
Equation (2.3.1)) with the line P1A¯. The second vertex P2 must lie on either ray at
a distance of u2 ´ u1 from P1.
3. Repeat this process: at Pi, draw rays under an angle of φi to the line PiA¯ and mark
off Pi`1 at the correct distance.
Another easy calculation shows that one can also perform this ray constructionprocess back-
wards: given the apex and Pn, draw rays at an angle of ψn “ pi ´ φn, mark off Pn´1 and
so on.
Finally, we summarize the effects on the possible turning angles.
Lemma 2.3.6. The turning angle of the strip boundary at an interior vertex Pi is either 0 or
equal to ˘2φi, where φi is defined by Equation (2.3.1). In particular, if the fan’s embedded
heightH is prescribed, there exist only finitely many possible embeddings of the fan up to rigid
body motions.
Proof. This lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.5 and the observation that the
straight embedding (where all folds have zero dihedral angle) is always possible. But the
straight embedding of a fan must be constructible using the ray method detailed above.
Therefore, one of the two rays emanating from Pi that could contain Pi`1 must be the
parallel continuation of the line segmentPi´1Pi.This implies that the linePi´1Pi and the
second ray enclose an angle of˘2φi.
Note also that this provides the possibility to continue the successive embedding pro-
cess in the next fan. Having embedded all vertices A,P1, P2, . . . , Pn of the current fan,
using the fact that P1 and Pn are the neighboring fans’ apices andA is an exterior end ver-
tex in both neighboring fans, one can apply either forward or backward ray drawing to both
neighboring fans independently of each other.
This section showed how to construct all possible embeddings of single fans to a given
embeddedheightH andfixed the turning angles of the strip’s boundaries at interior vertices.
All that remains is to do a similar discussion for exterior vertices.
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2.3.3 Turning angles at exterior vertices and apices
In this section, we will prove an analogue of Lemma 2.3.6 for exterior vertices. As the pre-
ceding section showed, exterior vertices are themselves apices of the neighboring fans. The
result corresponding to Lemma 2.3.6 is the following:
Figure2.4:Overview of the different possibilities of embedding the neighbors of the apexAwithn “ 3
end vertices. The end vertices P1 through P3 are fixed.
Lemma 2.3.7. For a given fan with apex a and end vertices p1, p2, . . . , pn, denote by upper-
case letters the embedded positions of each vertex. Denote by A¯ the orthogonal projection of A
onto the plane containing the Pi. Let a0, a2 be the neighboring vertices of a on the same strip
boundary. Let β be the angle between the lines P1P2 and Pn´1Pn and let ψn :“ pi ´ φn,
where φn is defined by Equation (2.3.1). Then the turning angleα “ pi´=A0AA2 satisfies
pα` βq P t0˘ 2φ1,˘2ψn,˘2φ1 ˘ 2ψnu mod 2pi.
Proof. From the right-hand side of Figure 2.5, observe that a is the leftmost boundary ver-
tex of the fan with apex p1. Also note that the horizontal distance is the same u1 used to
compute the angle φ1 in Lemma 2.3.5. Therefore, the rays from A¯ containing A¯0 must en-
close the same angle φ1 with the line P1A¯. Likewise, the rays from A¯ containing A¯2 must
enclose the angleψn with the linePnA¯. Sinceα “ pi´=A0AA2 “ pi´=A¯0A¯A¯2, prov-
ing the claim is then amatter of simple addition of angles depending on the actual positions
of A0, A2, P2, and Pn´1. Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the different possibilities of
embedding the pointsA0 andA2.
The auxiliary angle β can be obtained by repeated application of the interior turning
angle lemma 2.3.6. As a consequence, all possible turning angles of either boundary are only
dependent on the embedded heightH .
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Figure 2.5: Left: the line A¯0A¯ encloses the same angle with the line P1A¯ as the line P1P2. Right:
the reason is that the horizontal distance u1 is the same for a as an end vertex of the apex p1 and for p1
as an end vertex of the apex a.
2.3.4 The gap function
Wenow introduce the main tool used in the proof ofTheorem 2.3.2.The key change is that
in this section, the strips no longer have to close up into cylinders but can instead remain
open.
Definition 2.3.8. An open cylinder is a fold pattern together with an isometric embedding
into R3 satisfying the same conditions as origami cylinders except that the left and right
boundaries do not need to coincide.
Note in particular that we still require that horizontal lines in the material embed to
horizontal curves. As it turns out, leaving the cylinder cut openmakes it flexible and that—
at least for individual strips—this flexibility is uniquely determined:
Theorem 2.3.9. The evolution of an open embedded strip with H ă h under continuous
compressions is uniquely determined by its initial embedding up to global rigid body motions.
In particular, every strip fold pattern can be embedded to an open strip to all values ofH .
Proof. Prescribing the initial embedding fixes the turning angles to one of the different pos-
sible values established in Lemmas 2.3.6 and 2.3.7. We now show that these possible values
are pairwise either distinct for all values ofH ă h or identical for all values ofH , to the
effect that changing from one distinct value to another is a discontinuous event.
Consider first the turning angles at interior end vertices. According to Lemma 2.3.6,
this turning angle is either 0 or˘2φi. If φi were equal to an integer multiple of pi for some
H , then Equation (2.3.1) would implyH “ h. Because the turning angle can only change
continuously withH , it is either equal to zero for allH ă h or equal to˘2φi for all values
ofH ă h and is thus uniquely determined from the initial cylinder.
As the angle β is composed only of a number of turning angles of interior end ver-
tices, its evolution withH is also uniquely prescribed. Furthermore, it also holds that either
φ1 “ ˘ψn for allH ă h or φ1 ‰ ˘ψn for allH ă h: if |φ1| “ |ψn} for someH0,
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Equation 2.3.1 implies pu21´u2nqph2´H20 q “ 0, to the effect that |φ1| “ |ψn| for allH .
Thus, all possible values ofα` β are either identical for allH or different for allH , so that
the evolution of α ` β withH is uniquely prescribed. As a consequence, the apex turning
angle α itself is also uniquely prescribed for allH .
Thus, all turning angles of folds and thus the entire embedding is uniquely determined
from the initial embedding for all values ofH ă h.
This means that, given an initial embedded strip, the motion of its four corners (the
intersections of upper and lower boundaries with the seam) is a unique function of the strip
height alone. We measure the distance between corresponding points on both sides of the
seam with the gap function:
Definition 2.3.10. Let C1 and C2 be corresponding points on both sides of the cut of an
open strip cylinder.The gap function g assigned toC1 andC2 is defined to be
gpHq :“ |C1pHq ´ C2pHq|2 ,
where the argumentH is the strip’s embedded height. See Figure 2.1 for an example.
Because we cut along a straight line, it is sufficient to examine the gap functions for the
two pairs of corner vertices, as all intermediate gaps can be obtained from there as linear
combinations.
2.3.5 Proof of rigidity theorem
The ingredients for the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 have now been introduced. To prove this
theorem, consider a strip origami cylinder without vertical fold lines and cut it open along
one of the fold lines. Suppose for contradiction that this origami cylinderwere compressible.
Compressibility implies that the gap function for this embedding is zero for all values ofH
in an entire interval. On the other hand, the gap function g is univariate real analytic in
the variable H : it is the difference between the two end points of a polygonal line where
the line segments have constant length and whose turning angles depend onH analytically
according to Lemmas 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 as long asH ă h. Since g is zero on an entire interval,
it must be zero for all values ofH (as every univariate real analytic function is either the zero
function or has isolated zeroes). On the other hand, consider the limit asH approaches h:
explicitly taking limits in Equation 2.3.1 gives that cosφi “ ´1 unless ui “ 0. As all fold
lines are assumed to be non-vertical and thus all ui are indeed nonzero, this implies that all
turning angles˘2φi become integer multiples of 2pi. But then the embedding becomes the
flat embedding: all folds are flat folds. Clearly, this embedding’s gap length is equal to the
squared domain widthw2 and thus nonzero.We have arrived at a contradiction.Therefore,
the strip origami cylinder is incompressible unless it contains vertical fold lines.
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2.3.6 Proof of vertical fold theorem
Finally, the proof ofTheorem 2.3.3 is a consequence of Lemma 2.3.5: for vertical fold lines,
the value ui is zero and therefore φi “ pi{2, independent of H . If the vertical fold is an
interior fold, then the turning angle of the corresponding end vertex of that fold is either
zero or˘pi by Lemma 2.3.6. If the vertical fold line is an exterior fold line, that is i “ 1 or
i “ n, then the linesA0A and P1P2 (if i “ 1) are parallel, as Figure 2.5 illustrates. In all
cases, the dihedral angle of the vertical fold is either zero or˘pi.
This finalizes the rigidity analysis of rigid origami cylinders.The remainder of this sec-
tion will be dedicated to additional applications of the rigid origami framework.
2.4 Designing folded structures of given height
Another useful application of the rigid origami model established in this chapter is the de-
sign of strip fold patterns that embed to an origami cylinder of prescribed height, a con-
struction of which will be outlined in this section. Even though this discussion is restricted
to rotationally symmetric fold patterns for the sake of simplicity, the underlying principles
and resulting design method can be applied to arbitrarily asymmetric fold patterns as well.
Figure 2.6: Example for a periodic repetition fold pattern that embeds to a rotationally symmetric
strip. Marked in red and blue are the initial vertices, the black vertices are added by the refinement
process.
The simplest class of fold patterns with k-fold rotational symmetry is a periodic repeti-
tion of a single fan as in Figure 2.6. To find embeddable fold patterns, begin with k equidis-
tant vertices each on top and bottom boundary, with fold lines connecting them in a truss-
like configuration. This “skeleton” fold pattern will now be refined to one that embeds as a
rigid origami cylinder to the given height in such a way that the cylinder’s top boundary is
a regular k-gon.
The following theorem will ensure that this process is always feasible. As it turns out,
the central premise required for this existence result is that the given vertices are embedded
short:
Definition 2.4.1. A short embedding of a strip fold pattern is a (not necessarily isometric)
embedding of the pattern’s vertices intoR3 where
1. all vertices of each boundary lie in a common horizontal plane,
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2. the length of each fold is equal to the length of the fold line in the fold pattern and
3. the distance between adjacent vertices on the same boundary is less than or equal to
their material distance. In order to achieve “cylindrical adjacency”, the leftmost and
rightmost vertex on each boundary also count as adjacent.
In otherwords, a short embedding is almost a rigid origami cylinder embedding, except
that neighboring vertices on either boundary may be closer than their material distance.
As it turns out, any shortly embedded fan can be completed to an isometrically embed-
ded fan ifH ă h by adding a single fold between each pair of adjacent vertices.This is due
to the following geometric fact:
Theorem 2.4.2. Consider a triangle abc in the plane and a triangle ABC inR3. Let E be
any plane containingB andC . If the following conditions are satisfied:
1. |AB| “ |ab|,
2. |AC| “ |ac|,
3. |BC| ď |bc|,
4. H ă h, whereH is the distance fromA to the plane E and h is the distance from a to
the line bc,
then there exists a pointD on E such that the triangle pair pABDq Y pADCq is isometric
(up to the fold) to abc. Furthermore, the number of such points is specified: if |BC| “ |bc|,
all points on the lineBC have this property. If |BC| ă |bc|, then there exist exactly two such
points.
Figure 2.7: Illustration of the notation used in the proof ofTheorem 2.4.2. Two rays fromB intersect
the ellipse with fociB andC in two points F andG.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.2. Consider the set of all pointsD P E with |BD| ` |DC| “ |bc|.
This locus of points forms an ellipse η in the plane E with foci B and C . To each suchD
corresponds exactly one point d on the side bc such that |bd| “ |BD| and |dc| “ |DC|.
It suffices to show that for someD on this ellipse, the additional condition |DA| “ |da|
holds.
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Figure 2.8: Two steps of the fan construction process for n “ 4. Left: P2 is placed inside the P1–P4
ellipse. Right: P2 and P4 define a new ellipse and two new rays. Since P3 is the last point, it must be at
either intersection F2 orG2.
Let A¯ be the orthogonal projection of A onto E . Lemma 2.3.5 implies that |BD| “
|bd| and |DA| “ |da| is only given ifD lies on one of two rays emanating fromB under an
angle of φB (defined by Equation (2.3.1) with the lineBA¯, see Figure 2.7. However, since
B lies inside the ellipse η, the rays intersect the ellipse in precisely one point each. At these
two points, all conditions are satisfied—|BD| “ |bd| and |DA| “ |da| because all points
on the ray satisfy this and |DC| “ |dc| becauseD lies on the ellipse.
The above theorem is turned into a construction process as follows: first, if only a single
interior fold line is to be added, such that n “ 3 and P1 and P3 are placed with |P1P3| ă
|p1p3|, the position of P2 is defined according to the above theorem. If more fold lines are
desired, that isn ą 3 andP1, Pn have been placed such that |P1Pn| ă |p1pn|, then all but
one of the interior vertices can be placed at will as long as the length constraints of a short
embedding are satisfied, as the following corollary shows:
Corollary 1. Let A,B,C, F,G be as in Figure 2.7 and let P be any point on either line
segmentBF orBG. Let p be the corresponding point on the side bc such that |BP | “ |bp|.
Then |PC| ď |pc|.
Proof. As P is in or on the ellipse, |PC| ď |BC| ´ |BP | ď |bc| ´ |bp| “ |pc|.
Thefirst interior pointP2must be placed onone of the line segmentsP1F orP1G.The
corollary implies that the conditions ofTheorem 2.4.2 are still satisfied, regardless of where
P2 is placed: P2 and Pn define a new ellipse and two new rays originating from P2, so that
P3 can be placed etc. Thus, all but one of the points P2, . . . , Pn´2 can be chosen freely
according to the above construction method, and Pn´1 must lie exactly on the Pn´2–Pn
ellipse. Figure 2.8 illustrates this construction process.
A skeleton embedding satisfying the premises ofTheorem 2.4.2 is easily found: the top
vertices are already embedded as a regular k-gon with side lengths exactly equal to their
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material counterpart. Thus, no vertices need to be added to the top boundary.
Figure 2.9: Left: The four different end points of the short fan. Objects in red belong to the upper
boundary. Right: From each P`i originate two rays at a specified angle. These intersect each other (and
the ellipse with foci P`1 and P
`
3 ) in exactly two points F ,G, the possible locations of P2.
Because the cylinder height is fixed, the triangles incident to each of the upper bound-
ary’s edges can embed in two ways: they either tilt towards the inside of the k-gon or to-
wards its outside, fixing the vertices on the bottom boundary to one of two positions each.
Furthermore, one of the two possibilities (all triangles tilt to the inside or all to the out-
side) results in a short embedding, as an easy computation shows. Choose coordinates such
that three successive vertices on the top boundary embed as p´1, 0,Hq, p0, 0,Hq, and
pcos 2pi{k, sin 2pi{k,Hq, see Figure 2.9. Depending on u1, the two possible locations for
P1 are given by P
˘
1 “ pu1,˘
?
h2 ´H2, 0q and, likewise, the two possibilities for P3
are P˘3 “ R2pi{kpu1 ` 1,˘
?
h2 ´H2, 0q, whereRα indicates the matrix rotating by α
around the vertical axis. The inwards tilting solutions are each given by taking the positive
square root.
One of the two embeddings is short if at least one of the squared distances d˘ “
|P˘1 P˘3 |2 is less than 1. Both d˘ are minimal at u1 “ ´1{2 and their minima are less
than 1 if and only if
?
h2 ´H2 ď ptanpi{p2kqq¯1. However, since k ě 3, we have
1?
3
ě tanpi{p2kq ą 0 and therefore it is enough to consider the less strict inequality
a
h2 ´H2 ď 1
tan pi2k
“: dk . (2.4.1)
AsH ă hmust still hold, this translates intoH P rh´dk, hq or, conversely,h P pH,H`
dks.Thus, for all values ofh, there existsH and for allH there existsh such that at least one
of these inequalities is satisfied. This proves the existence of at least one short embedding
of the truss with u1 “ ´1{2 that can be completed to an isometric embedding. Note,
however, that even though not all pairs pH,hq satisfy the inequality (2.4.1), if h is chosen
less than dk , then every value ofH ă h satisfies the inequality.
Summarily, the full procedure to generate a fold pattern that embeds to a given height
H is the following:
1. Pick k ě 3 arbitrarily.
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2. Find h such that the above inequality (2.4.1) is satisfied.
3. On the strip of dimensionswˆh, mark off k equidistant vertices on each boundary,
aligned such that to u “ ´1{2. Add fold lines in a zig-zag pattern, see Figure 2.9.
4. Given H , embed the vertices on the top boundary as a regular k-gon. Embed the
vertices on the bottom boundary such that their distances are short.
5. For each neighboring pair of vertices P,Q on the bottom boundary with apex A,
construct additional folds into the fan. To this end, obtain the projection A¯ of A
onto the boundary plane containing P andQ and repeat the following steps:
(a) Draw the ellipse with foci P andQ.
(b) Draw two rays fromP with angle to the linePA¯ given by Equation 2.3.1. Pick
any new pointR on the ray inside the ellipse, mark r in the fold pattern such
that |PR| “ |pr|.
(c) SetP Ð R and begin anew. Stop whenR lies exactly on the ellipse, as the fan
is isometrically embeddable.
This construction process generates strips where one boundary embeds as a regular k-
gon and the other may be irregular, depending on the different fan embeddings. However,
the only condition on the correctness of this method is that every individual fan has an
initial short embedding. Investigating which polygonal lines are valid shapes for the upper
boundary in that the bottom vertices can be embedded short is an open question.
2.5 Construction of multistable origami
Another application of the rigid origami cylinder model is to analyze whether given fold
patterns are multistable, that is, whether they can be folded to different cylinders of more
than one height. Instead of applying the gap function approach used in the general rigid-
ity analysis, this section provides an alternative approach to find embeddings at different
heights with the additional restriction that one boundary of the strip remains unchanged.
In this case, bistability reduces to the level of individual fans.The reason for this restriction
is the following: a bistable strip can be glued to itsmirror image to obtain amultistable two-
strip origami cylinder whose boundaries are constant across all different configurations. If
this boundary happens to be a regular k-gon, copies of this two-strip cylinder can again be
stacked to structures with an even greater number of different embeddings.
Similar to the previous section, the construction process will first build individual fans,
which are then assembled into a full strip fold pattern.Thus, consider a single fan with only
a single interior vertex and given values of u1, u3, and h. In order to preserve the ability to
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stack strips as described before, we additionally impose that the fan’s apex turning angle α
must remain equal to a chosen value for all heights. For which value of u2 (depending on
u1 and u3) is this fan multistable?
The preceding section and Lemma 2.3.5 as well as Theorem 2.4.2 imply that, given
locations for A, P1 and P3, the interior vertex P2 lies at one of two possible locations F
andG, which can be obtained by intersecting two pairs of rays originating fromP1 andP3,
respectively.
Now instead of using Equation (2.3.1) to determine the turning angle φ2, this angle
φ2 is expressed as a sum of the apex turning angle α and the boundary angles φ1 and ψ3
(similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3.7). The resulting equation is then solved for u2 instead.
By rearranging Equation (2.3.1), this results in two separate equations, depending onwhich
ray contains P2:
u2pHq “ ´
a
h2 ´H2 cot
ˆ
φ1pHq ` |α|
2
˙
, (2.5.1)
u2pHq “
a
h2 ´H2 cot
ˆ
ψ3pHq ` |α|
2
˙
. (2.5.2)
A fan is bistable if for its value of u2, multiple values ofH solve any one of these equa-
tions or, equivalently, the set of stable heights for a given value u2 is exactly the union of the
level sets for the valueu2 of these two functions. If we consider the right-hand sides as func-
tions inH , we find that depending on the value of u2, the fan can have up to three stable
heights:
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
H
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
rst equation
second equation
u2(H)
Figure 2.10: Plot of the two right-hand sides of Equation (2.5.2) for specific parameters u1 “
´1, u3 “ 0.4, h “ 2.
This analysis shows two things: there exist stripswhich aremultistable (with up to three
different heights) and for a simple class of fold patterns—periodic repetitions of a 3-vertex
fan—these heights that do not change the strip’s upper boundary can be computed directly
from the fold pattern.
Unfortunately, the inverse problem—to find, given a set of heights, a fold pattern that
embeds to precisely these heights—ismore challenging and an open question. But a slightly
weaker problem has an easy solution: if the fold pattern is only required to embed to at least
the given heights, there is a general solution available.
Assume that a set of heights tH1,H2, . . . , Hnu is given.Then a fold pattern that em-
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beds to at least these heights can be constructed as follows: begin with a k-fold periodic
repetition of a single fan. Embed the top boundary as a regular k-gon and the bottom ver-
tices such that the lower boundary is embedded short for allHi. Then use Theorem 2.4.2
to find for each height Hi a separate interior point P2,i. The union of all these folds is a
fan with n ` 2 fold lines. It embeds to all heightsHi: all except the i-th fold are straight
folds whereas the i-th fold has the appropriate dihedral angle. The result of this process is
illustrated in Figure 2.11 with two prescribed heights.
Figure 2.11: A bistable origami cylinder where a bistable strip has been glued to its mirror image.
The two orange folds joined to the orange vertex are completely flat in the left embedding.Theorem 2.3.2
shows that there exists no continuous isometric deformation between the two states.
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3. Nearly rigid origami
The rigidity theorem 2.3.2 establishes thatmost origami cylinders are inflexible, contrary to
the observation that various paper origami seem to compress without putting strain on the
material. This evidence suggests that the deformations occurring in these instances are elas-
tic, but not plastic, and thus that even though thematerialmust accumulate some stretching
energy, the maximal amount of that stretching remains small enough to prevent permanent
damage to the material. To model these “invisibly elastic” deformations, we therefore intro-
duce and analyze an extension to the rigid origami model.
The key feature of this nearly rigid origami model is that the compressive stress is lo-
calized at the prescribed folds. This localization property is motivated by two different ar-
guments. On one hand, it has been observed in numerical simulations and experiments by
Witten and Lobkovsky [39, 59]. They found that if the boundaries of a sheet of paper are
confined into a frame bent at two opposite corners, then only thematerial near the ridge line
experiences stress. On the other hand, this fact is supported by a careful analysis of the elas-
tic equations.This was first done again by Lobkovsky [38], who used an approximate elastic
shellmodel, and again byConti andMaggi [17] for the fully general three-dimensional elas-
tic energy. In both cases, the specific constraints on thematerial boundary allow to establish
that the width of the strained region scales with h1{3. This means that in the limit of zero
thickness, the strained region consists of just the fold itself.
The nearly rigid model mimics this localization in the following way: while the faces
of a fold pattern are rigid objects, the folds themselves may now deform and carry strain.
This strain is encoded by a simple elastic model: imagine that the cylinder is cut open along
all folds and that the faces’ corners previously joined in a single vertex are now connected
by linear springs, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This network of rigid faces connected by elas-
tic springs is completely flexible, but accumulates elastic energy. In order to determine the
actual response of this network to axial compressions, we minimize the total elastic energy
over the space of all possible configurations, subject to different constraints that clamp the
cylinder’s boundaries to specific heights.
In computational geometry, minimizing an elastic shell energy subject to handle con-
Figure 3.1: A single fold is cut and rejoined by an elastic rubber band of zero rest width. We consider
the equivalent formulation of adding springs between the vertices.
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straints is a problem well known under the name of suface modeling. In fact, a variation of
our nearly rigid origami model has also been proposed under the name of PriMo as an espe-
cially numerically stable and robust method by Botsch et al [9]. Seen from this perspective,
our nearly rigid origamimodel is a special case of this PriMomodel for infinitely thin shells.
This restriction has a number of consequences, most prominently the fact bending the shell
is a zero-energy transformation.
3.1 Setup
We begin by making precise the notion of a nearly rigid origami.
Definition 3.1.1. 1. A nearly rigid origami cylinder is a triangulated fold pattern to-
gether with an affine isometric embedding of each of its faces into R3. Note that
faces which share a common fold line in the fold pattern need not map to joined
flat faces, so that a single vertex might map to several different corners of flat trian-
gles. Additionally, we require that two additional planarity constraints are satisfied:
(a) all copies of each vertex in the fold pattern must lie in the same horizontal plane
and (b) all vertices that lie on the same horizontal line in the fold patternmust embed
to the same horizontal plane. Such groups of vertices will be called vertex layers.
2. A deformation of a nearly rigid origami cylinder is a one-parameter family of nearly
rigid origami cylinders with the same triangular fold pattern such that the cylinder’s
height changes continuously.
Remark 3.1.2. Thetwo additional planarity assumptions on nearly rigid fold patterns corre-
spond to the assumption of horizontality on the old model of perfectly rigid origami cylin-
ders. Their purpose is to make the nearly rigid origami model comparable to the perfectly
rigid origami model, but they are not essential to the nearly rigid model itself. Removing
them will affect the choice of parameterization as described in Section 3.3, which in turn
possibly affects the nature of theminimizers.The effects on theminimizers will be analyzed
in Section 5.2.2.
Note also that the planarity assumption allows nearly rigid cylinders to be decomposed
into strips in the same way as perfectly rigid cylinders.
Remark 3.1.3. It is not strictly necessary to require that all faces are triangles. Rather, the
subsequent choice of parametrization (in Section 3.3) remains exactly the same for arbitrary
flat polygonal faces and the only adjustment to the actual implementation concerns com-
puting the vertex coordinates from the parametrization.However, for the sake of simplicity,
we only present the case of triangular faces.
To each nearly rigid origami we associate a model elastic energy in the following way:
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Definition 3.1.4. 1. A cluster of vertices is the collection of images of a single vertex
in the fold pattern under the embeddings of all its incident faces and thus a set of
vertices in R3. The set of all vertices of the nearly rigid origami can be partitioned
into disjoint clusters.
2. The elastic strain of a nearly rigid origami cylinder is defined as follows. Partition the
embedded vertices of the cylinder into clusters Ci :“ tvi,1, . . . , vi,niu. For each
cluster, compute the averagemi :“ 1ni
ř
j vi,j . The elastic energy is then defined by
Epviq :“
ÿ
i
niÿ
j“1
|vi,j ´mi|2 . (3.1.1)
The aim of this model remains to describe actual deformations of elastic thin-walled
cylindrical shells. To this end,we beginwith a reference embedding: a closed nearly rigid cylin-
der and fold pattern that—if the faces are rejoined into a single polyhedral cylinder—satisfy
the Definition 2.2.2 of a perfectly rigid origami cylinder.
We then represent axial compressions of this reference cylinder by a family of nearly
rigid cylinders of its underlying fold pattern whose cylinder heights match the prescribed
compression.Moreover, for a given point in time, we require that the nearly rigid cylinder is
a local minimum of the energy 3.1.1 in the space of all nearly rigid cylinders with the given
fold pattern and cylinder height.
In practice, we perform a time-discrete compression with uniform compression. For
each time step, we find a localminimumby solving a constrainedminimization problem:we
characterize valid embeddings of the underlying fold pattern as tuples of vertex coordinates
satisfying constraints enforcing isometry of faces, planarity of vertex layers, and the correct
cylinder height. Furthermore, we add certain inequality constraints that need to be satisfied
in order to avoid unphysical effects such as eversion of the cylinder walls.We thenminimize
the energy as function of the vertex coordinates over this feasible set. More details on the
nature of the constraints can be found in Section 3.3.
Although certain simple fold patterns such as theGuest andPellegrino type [26] admit
an exact solution to the minimization problem (presented in Section 3.2), this minimiza-
tion is generally only approachable by numerical methods. In this thesis, we use an iterative
descent method, which will be described in more detail in Section 3.3, while details of the
implementation are presented in Chapter 4.
3.2 Analytic solution in special cases
The class of fold patterns introduced by Guest and Pellegrino [26] allows finding an exact
solution to the energyminimization problem if onemakes a simplifying assumption on the
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the construction process for rotationally symmetric fold patterns, n “
6,m “ 2. Left: a cylinder is covered with helices of inclination pi{4; vertices are helical points of in-
teger height. Right: the vertices are connected via straight lines and planar faces are filled in.
nature of the compression, which is that each strip and the cylinder as a whole maintains its
original n-fold rotational symmetry throughout the compression.This assumption is moti-
vated by the fact that the fold pattern itself is periodic, and its validity is tested in Chapter 5
by comparing the results obtained in this section with the unrestricted minimizers found
numerically.
This class of fold patterns and their initial closed embedding is constructed from three
parameters r, n,m as follows. The positions of each vertex in the initial closed embed-
ding are determined as depicted in Figure 3.2: on a cylinder of radius r and vertical axis
of symmetry, mark n vertices in the z “ 0 plane that form a regular n-gon. Through
these vertices draw n helices of arbitrarily chosen inclination pi{4, parametrized by t ÞÑ
pcos t`2pii{n, sin t`2pii{n, tq. All vertex positions are then given by the intersection of
these helices with the planes z “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m, to the effect that each strip has embedded
height 1. Finally, connect vertices by straight edges, whose lengths then determine the fold
pattern’s final form. As Guest and Pellegrino have shown, this procedure generates a rigid
origami cylinder in the sense of Chapter 2 with a fold pattern consisting of 2nm congruent
triangular faces that are arranged in a periodic truss-like configuration, see Figure 3.3. The
corresponding nearly rigid origami (with separated faces) can be analyzed directly.
3.2.1 Single strips
For single strips, the assumption of rotational symmetry and the fact that all vertices have a
fixed prescribed height allows for a reparametrization of the set of feasible embeddings to a
given heightH .
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Figure 3.3: Exploded fold pattern of a single Guest and Pellegrino strip.
Because of rotational symmetry, the entire embedding is defined by the embedding of
only two triangles, labelled as A1 and B1 in Figure 3.3, from which all other triangles are
obtained as rotated and translated copies.
Any embedding of the first two trianglesA1, B1 is characterized by three parameters
in the following way. LetH be the strip’s embedded height. Up to rigid body motions,A1
can only be embedded in two different ways, depending on the direction of the triangle’s
tilt. Since the direction of tilt cannot change during the compression procedure, we pick
the one that tilts in the same direction as the initial cylinder’s face.
Starting from the embedding of A1, we construct, using techniques from the rigid
origami model, a reference embedding for B1 that is connected to A1 at the joint edge.
Again there are two such embeddings and we pick the one that coincides with the initial
cylinder. The actual embedding ofB1 is then characterized by a rotation about the vertical
axis by an angle α and a horizontal translation by px, y, 0q of this reference embedding.
Because of rotational symmetry, the next pair of trianglesA2, B2 is obtained by rotat-
ing a copy ofA1, B1 by 2pi{n about the vertical axis throughA1 and translating horizon-
tally by pdx, dy, 0q. Likewise, all subsequent pairsAk, Bk are obtained iteratively by rotat-
ing a copy ofAk´1, Bk´1 by 2pi{n aboutAk´1 and translating byR2pipk´1q{npdx, dy, 0q.
Altogether, the four positional parameters p “ px, y, dx, dyq and the angular parameterα
define the entire embedding of the single strip.
The elastic energy expressed in these five parameters can bewritten as a positive definite
quadratic form
Epp, αq “ 1
2
pTAp` pT bpαq ` cpαq
where the entries ofA P R4ˆ4 do not depend onα and b, c P R4 depend linearly on cosα
and sinα. Its minimum can thus be computed variable-wise.
For fixedα, the energy is a quadratic function in p, whose unique minimizer p is given
by pminpαq “ ´A´1bpαq.
To conduct the final minimization with respect to the remaining variable α, note that
the univariate function E˜pαq “ Eppminpαq, αq is of the form E˜pαq “ k0 ` kc cosα`
ks sinα. An easy computation shows that the global minimum of this function isEmin “
k0´
a
k2c ` k2s atα given by tanα “ kc{ks: up to the constant term k0, E˜pαq is the dot
product xpkc, ksq, pcosα, sinαqy, which is minimal if the two vectors are antiparallel.
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The minimal energy Emin is now purely a function of H and the fold pattern. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows two examples of such functions for different values of r and n.
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Figure3.4:Two energy functions for differentGuest andPellegrino strips. Left: r “ 1, n “ 8. Right:
r “ 1.1, n “ 7. In both cases, the initial height isH “ 1.
3.2.2 Multiple strips
A stack ofm strips can be parametrized in a similar fashion.The assumption of planar vertex
layers allows to parametrize each strip individually, resulting in five parameters per strip, plus
m ´ 1 independent parameters ti that describe each strip’s height (them strip heights are
coupled by the condition that their total height equalsH) and anotherm ´ 1 parameters
βi describing the relative rotation of adjacent strips.
In principle, minimization can again be split into separate steps: for each set of strip
heights ti and angles βi, minimize the energy with respect to each individual strip’s embed-
ding, and then minimize with respect to the remaining parameters.
An important special subset of embeddings are the ones where all strips have the same
height and embedding, which we denote to be the symmetric state. In that case, the specific
nature of the Guest and Pellegrino fold pattern allows the strips to be rotated such that
their boundaries align perfectly, to the effect that the cylinder’s energy ism times the single
strip energy.This implies that the number of degrees of freedom is the same as in the single
strip case, and finding the exact minimizer is then simply a repetition of the steps done in
the preceding section: first minimize with respect to x, y, dx, dy and then minimize the
resulting expression with respect to α.
However, the solution strategy used for the single strip case is not applicable for mul-
tiple strips not in the symmetric state. While it is still possible to eliminate the positional
variables pxi, yi, dx,i, dy,iq as before, the resulting function is a multilinear trigonometric
polynomial of degree3 in the remaining variablesαi, βj anddoes not admit an easy solution
as in the single strip case.Nevertheless, numericalminimization of this functionwill provide
reference results for the evaluation of the exponential descent method in Section 5.1.1.
Remark 3.2.1. If the elastic energy did not couple the different strips, the multi-strip case
would be simpler: for each individual strip, find the optimal embedding as in the preceding
section, depending on the strip’s height. Then if Eminptiq is the energy of the i-th strip,
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the total energy is given by
řm
i“1Eminptiq, where H “
řm
i“1 ti, and only needs to be
minimized over the ti. This model can be used to describe qualitatively the compressive
behaviour of multi-layered strips while remaining accessible to analytic treatment. A more
detailed discussion of this model of separate strips will be done in Section 3.4.
3.3 Parametrizing the constraint manifold
We now return to general fold patterns and embeddings, for which we solve the attendant
minimization problem numerically. As the first step, we analyze the problem’s feasible set.
Recall that minimization takes place subject to equality constraints enforcing isometry of
faces and planarity of vertex layers, and inequality constraints ensuring that no part of the
cylinder “flips,” i.e., everts, by requiring that each strip sub-cylinder has nonnegative height.
These constraints will now be laid out in detail.
Thedegrees of freedomof a nearly rigid origami pattern are its3 degrees of freedomper
vertex. In order to establish a concise notation, we order vertices by layers as follows: if the
fold pattern consists ofm strips, then there arem ` 1 vertex layers, with layer i consisting
of ni vertices, labelled vi,1, . . . (with coordinates pxi,j , yi,j , zi,jq).
The constraints then take on the following form: isometry constraints are of the form
mkppq “ |vi1,k,j1,k ´ vi2,k,j2,k |2 ´ l2k for every edge between two vertices vi1,k,j1,k and
vi2,k,j2,k .The planarity constraints are such that for each i, zi,1 “ zi,2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “: zi. Finally,
the boundary constraints set z0 “ clo, zm “ chi to given values clo{hi, and the inequality
constraints are bippq “ zi ´ zi´1 “: ti ě 0 for i “ 1, . . . ,m. Note that the two
boundary heights clo, chi change with time, such that each time step requires minimization
of the same target function over a slightly different feasible set.
Altogether, the set of all feasible points forms a bounded embedded submanifold with
boundary of the ambient spaceR9N :
Theorem 3.3.1. The set
F :“ ␣p P R9N | mkppq “ 0 @ k “ 1, . . . , E :“ # edges, bippq ě 0 @ i “ 1, . . . ,m(
forms an embedded submanifold ofR9N as long as the cylinder height is positive.
Proof. Let p P F . Let gk “ ∇mkppq be the equality constraint gradients and hi “
∇bippq be the gradients of the active inequality constraints, that is, those where bippq “ 0.
By the implicit function theorem, it is sufficient to show that the set of vectors tgkuYthiu
is linearly independent, since in that case 0 is a regular value of the differential of the con-
straints.
Suppose for contradiction that the vectors are linearly dependent, so that there exist
λk, µi P R withřk λkgk ` ři µihi “ 0. Out of these linear equations, consider first
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those corresponding to partial derivatives along xi,j and yi,j for any i, j. It is clear that
for each vertex vi,j , the only constraints affecting its horizontal coordinates are the three
isometry conditions of the face containing that vertex. A simple calculation then shows that
the only solution to this subsystem of linear equations is that the three λk corresponding to
the face’s edges are zero unless the triangle is degenerate. By repeating this argument for
every i, j, it follows that all λk must be zero.
On the other hand, since hi “ ezi ´ ezi´1 , the pm` 1q ˆmmatrixH “ phiq of all
inequality constraint gradients is a band matrix and thus has full rankm. In other words,
the set thiu is linearly independent as long as not all inequality constraints are active at the
same time, that is, not all strips are compressed flat.
3.3.1 Planar vertex layers
Wenow describe a global parametrization of this manifold. Given a reference cylinder p0 P
F , each point in F consists of a collection of triangles, each of which is congruent to a
triangle of p0. Since two congruent triangles differ by a three-dimensional rigid body mo-
tion, all ofF can be described as (a subset of ) the orbit of p0 under a left action of the Lie
group of rigid body motions. The details of this will be presented in the following section.
For the purpose of simplicity, we will first disregard the inequality conditions and present
a parametrization of points satisfying only the equality constraints, which is the rigid body
motions’ entire orbit. In a second step, we will then detail how to incorporate the inequality
constraints.
The reference point While p0 can in principle be chosen arbitrarily, we choose it in such
a way that it is heuristically close to the previous time step’s minimum (or the reference
embedding for the first time step) pprev . As pprev lies on the previous time step’s constraint
manifold, we project it onto the new F by reducing the value of chi (and thus zm) by the
amount of compression∆H , followed by rotating each triangle in the topmost strip about
its horizontal edge such that the value of zm´1 does not change. Should the topmost strip
be already compressed such that zm ´ zm´1 ă ∆H , zm is set to zm´1 and the excess
height change is applied to the next strip. This adjustment is repeated until the full change
of height has beendistributed.The effect of thismethod is that, expecting a time-continuous
family of minimizers, the reference embedding, which will also be used as the initial guess
for the subsequent minimization, is already close to a local minimum of the new constraint
manifold.
Parametrizing rigidbodymotions Theplanarity assumption suggests to parametrize first
the different vertex layers’ z coordinates. Letm be the number of strips, such that there are
m ` 1 vertex layers. For a given point p P F , we set for each of them ´ 1 non-boundary
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layers their common z coordinate zi, i “ 1, . . . ,m´ 1 as one of the parameters; the two
boundary layer coordinates z0, zm are fixed. Altogether, we obtain as the set of possible
values T :“ tz P Rm´1 | zi´ zi´1 P r0, his, i “ 1, 2, . . . ,mu, where hi is the material
height of the i-th strip.
Then, since the remaining equality constraints do not couple vertices of different tri-
angles, each triangle of p can be parametrized individually as a rigid body motion acting on
the given reference embedding.
Parametrizing the group of rigid body motions of a single triangle is done using the
following observation: for a given z vector pz1, . . . , zm´1q, each triangle has all its vertices’
z coordinates fixed, so that it can only be moved horizontally. Accordingly, the valid rigid
body motions consist of a rotation of the reference triangle about the vertical axis and a
horizontal translation, parametrized by an element ofR2ˆS1.This product manifold can
be endowed with a group structure in two different ways:
In the usual extrinsic viewpoint, an element pd, φq would act as an affine transforma-
tion x ÞÑ Rφx`d (whereRφ P SOp3q is the matrix rotating byφ about the vertical axis)
of the ambient spaceR3 on each vertex of a triangle, with the resulting group structure being
that of the semidirect productR2 ¸ S1.
The other intrinsic viewpoint exchanges simplicity of the group action for simplicity of
the group structure. Here, a pair pd, φq acts on triples of vertices pv1, v2, v3q (i.e., on entire
faces) by rotating about a body-fixed anchor. Although any anchor will result in the direct
product group structure, we will adopt the convention of rotating about the vertical axis
centered at the triangle’s single horizontal edge. Thus, if the vertices are labelled such that
the edge v1v2 is horizontal,
pd, φqpv1, v2, v3q :“ pRφ pv1 ´mq `m` d, . . . q ,
m :“ v1 ` v2
2
.
Lemma 3.3.2. Concatenating two such rigid body motions results in the product group struc-
ture onR2 ˆ S1.
Proof. The claim can be verified using direct computation.
The parametrizing groups have even more structure: they are also smooth manifolds
and thus Lie groups. Therefore, the following holds:
Theorem 3.3.3. The global constraint manifoldF can be parametrized as a subset of the orbit
of a Lie group action by the group
G “ Rm´1 ˆ
Ną
i“1
pR2 ˆ S1q ,
whereN is the number of triangles andm ` 1 is the number of vertex layers. Elements ofG
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given by pt, d1, φ1, d2, φ2, . . . , dN , φN q act on elements ofF by to the following procedure:
1. Vertically translate and rotate about the horizontal edge all triangles until the vertex
layers’ z coordinates have changed by t.
2. Rotate each triangle by φi about the vertical axis through the horizontal edge midpoint
and translate horizontally by di.
Note that this definition of the group action relies on the fact that every triangular face
has precisely one horizontal edge—a consequence of the requirement in Definition 3.1.1
that the fold pattern is split into strips.
If one discards the planarity of vertex layers, the parametrization of feasible points
changes.While it is still true that the new feasible set can be parametrized by one rigid body
motion per face, this parametrization will depend on the number of boundary vertices in
this face.The details of this parametrization will be laid out in the next section.
3.3.2 Nonplanar layers
We now briefly describe the minimization if the assumption of planarity of vertex layers
is dropped. In this case, a nonplanar nearly rigid origami cylinder is simply facewise affine
isometric embedding of a given fold pattern such that the boundary vertices lie in two hor-
izontal planes. As before, compression is simulated via numerical minimization of the elas-
tic energy (3.1.1) subject to isometry and boundary constraints and a number of inequality
constraints preventing inversion. To achieve this, we need two inequality constraints per
face, defined as follows: recall that, since the fold pattern is split into strips, every face has an
edge that is horizontal in the fold pattern and in the reference embedding. Let v1, v2 be this
edge’s vertices and v3 the face’s third vertex, and let z
p0q
i be the corresponding z coordinates
in the initial embedding.We then use the two constraints pz3 ´ z1qpzp0q3 ´ zp0q1 q ě 0 and
pz3 ´ z2qpzp0q3 ´ zp0q2 q ě 0, meaning that v1 and v2 can never cross the horizontal plane
containing v3. Additionally, we also require for all vertices vi that clo ď zi ď chi.
As before, one can show that the feasible set is an embeddedmanifold, and it can again
be parametrized by a rigid body motion per triangle.
However, parametrizing each triangle’s set of rigid body motions now depends on the
type of triangle. Because of the absence of the planarity assumption, only the boundary ver-
tices have a fixed z coordinate.Therefore, we distinguish triangles according to the number
of boundary elements:
Triangles without boundary vertices The easiest case is that of triangles without addi-
tional constraints. In this case, the admissible rigid bodymotions are composed of a rotation
A P SOp3q and a translation b P R3, i.e., as an element of SOp3q ˆ R3. By using again
the intrinsic group action, the correct group structure is indeed the direct product structure
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as opposed to the semidirect product. An element pA, bq acts via translating by b and then
applying the rotationA, anchored at the triangle’s center of mass.
Triangleswith a single vertexon theboundary Triangleswith a single vertex on the cylin-
der boundary are parametrized by the group SOp3q ˆ R2: the triangle can have arbitrary
orientation, but its single boundary vertex can only move horizontally. We therefore let an
element pA, bq P SOp3q ˆ R2 act on a triangle pv1, v2, v3q (where v1 is the boundary
vertex) via rotating withA about v1 and then translating horizontally by pb1, b2, 0q P R3.
Triangleswithoneedgeon theboundary Triangleswithone edge on the cylinder bound-
ary can be parametrized by the groupR2 ˆ S1 ˆ S1. Here, the element pd, φ, ψq acts on
a triangle pv1, v2, v3q as follows: if v1, v2 are the two boundary vertices, then first rotate v3
byψ about the boundary edge v1´ v2 and then rotate by φ about the vertical axis through
the boundary edge midpoint pv1 ` v2q{2. Finally, translate horizontally by d. The group
structure is the simple product and the different rotations by φ and ψ are commutative.
Triangles with two vertices on different boundaries If two vertices v1, v2 of a triangle
pv1, v2, v3q are on different boundaries, the parameter Lie group is againR2 ˆ S1 ˆ S1.
If v1 and v2 are the boundary vertices, then an element pd, φ, ψq acts by translating by d,
rotating by φ about the vertical axis through pv1 ` v2q{2, and then rotating v3 byψ about
the new axis v1 ´ v2.
Triangleswith all three vertices on both boundaries Finally, it could also be the case that
all three vertices are height-constrained, but that the vertices belong to different bound-
aries. This is the same situation as in the planar case, so that the rigid body motions are
parametrized byR2 ˆ S1.
Triangles where every vertex is on the same boundary The last remaining possibility is
that all vertices of a triangle are on the same boundary. Although such triangles do not ap-
pear in practice, this case is mentioned here for the sake of completeness. Flat triangles can
be parametrized byR2 ˆ S1 as they can only be moved horizontally and rotated about the
vertical axis.
All of these group actions onR9 have very nice properties. In particular:
Lemma 3.3.4. All actions of the groups defined above are transitive, free, and smooth.
Proof. Transitivity is obvious since any two congruent triangles that satisfy the additional
conditions are related via a rigid body motion represented by an element in the Lie group.
Freeness is obvious since no two rigid body motions act alike. Smoothness of the action is a
consequence of the fact that all actions are polynomial in its arguments.
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Theorem3.3.5. Without the assumption of planar vertex layers, the global constraintmanifold
F can be parametrized as a subset of the product of Lie groups
G “
Ną
i“1
Gi ,
where each Gi is either SOp3q ˆ R3 or R2 ˆ S1 ˆ S1 or R2 ˆ S1, depending on the
constraints on the i-th triangle.
The nonplanar initial guess It remains to find a base point that will generate the group
action orbit. Analogous to the planar case, we generate this point from the previous time
step’s minimum by performing the following steps:
1. All faces in the topmost strip are vertically shifted by the compression´∆H .
2. Thenperformthe following adjustments for each face to guarantee that the inequality
constraints are all satisfied:
(a) faces that still satisfy all inequality constraints are unchanged.
(b) Faceswhere all vertices violate the inequality constraints are completely outside
of the two boundary planes. Vertically translate these faces such that they touch
the boundary plane, then rotate about the unique axis that is both horizontal
and in the triangle’s plane, anchored at the vertex touching the boundary plane,
until all three vertices satisfy the inequality constraints.
(c) For triangles where only one or two vertices lie outside, we perform the same
rotation about the horizontal axis formed by intersecting the triangle with the
boundary plane. (If a triangle intersects both boundary planes, we pick one at
random.)
3.3.3 Basics of Lie groups
The great advantage of parametrizingF1 via a Lie group is the availability of the Lie group’s
exponential map. Loosely speaking, it allows tomap tangent vectors to the underlyingman-
ifold in away that connects the group structures of tangent space andLie group itself. In this
section wewill briefly introduce the notion of Lie groups and the exponential map and only
refer to the literature for a more thorough introduction to the subject, for instance to [29].
Definition 3.3.6. 1. ALie group is a groupGwhich is also a smoothmanifold such that
both group multiplicationm : G ˆ G Ñ G and inversion i : G Ñ G are smooth
maps.
2. For g P G, the mapsRg : G Ñ G,h ÞÑ hg and Lg : G Ñ G,h ÞÑ gh are called
right and left multiplication maps, respectively, and are all diffeomorphisms.
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Acentral object in the studyofLie groups are its tangent spaces. Because of the presence
of the left and right multiplication maps, all tangent spaces can be canonically identified, to
the effect that it suffices to consider the group’s Lie algebra:
Definition 3.3.7. Let G be a Lie group and e P G be the neutral element. The tangent
space TeG is called the Lie algebra g ofG.
Remark 3.3.8. We defined the Lie algebra as a mere vector space. Textbooks on Lie groups
and algebras also define aLie bracket on this vector space, turning it into a properLie algebra
(hence the name), but this extra structure is irrelevant to the purpose at hand.
Definition 3.3.9. LetX be a smooth vector field onG.X is said to be right-invariant if it
commutes with the right multiplication differential: for all g, h P G, it holds that
Xgh “ pdgRhqpXgq .
Left-invariant vector fields are defined analogously.
We use the notion of invariant vector fields to define the exponential map. First, they
are in one-to-one correspondence with g:
Theorem 3.3.10. The Lie algebra g is isomorphic to the set of right-invariant vector fields. It
is furthermore isomorphic to the set of one-parameter subgroups, that is, subgroupsH ofG for
which there exists a continuous group homomorphism from pR,`q intoH .
Proof. The first isomorphism is trivial: invariance uniquely givesXg “ deRgpXeq for all
g P G. The second isomorphism is given by the flows of invariant vector fields, see e.g. [47,
Proposition 5.3.1] and the subsequent remarks.
Corollary 2. For all v P g, there exists a unique homomorphism of groups θv ofR intoG such
that θ1vp0q “ v.
The exponential map is the map identifying the one-parameter subgroups of g, which
are given by one-dimensional subspaces, with the one-parameter subgroups ofG.
Definition 3.3.11. The exponential map ofG is the map
exp: gÑ G, v ÞÑ θvp1q ,
where θv is the unique group homomorphism defined in Corollary 2. It is smooth and sat-
isfies the addition theorem
expps` tqv “ exppsvq expptvq
for all v P g and s, t P R.
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More general, the exponential map can be defined at arbitrary base points g P G.
expg : gÑ G, expgpvq :“ exppvqg .
It can also be understood as a map from TgG to G by precomposing it with the explicit
isomorphism of TgG and TeG “ g defined by dgRg´1 :
expg “ Rg ˝ exp ˝ dgRg´1 ,
expgpvq “ exppdgRg´1vqg .
Theorem 3.3.12. The tangent vectors to the curves t ÞÑ expgptvq are given by
d
dt
ˆ
expgptvq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
t“t0
“ dgRexpgpt0vqpvq
Proof. The claim follows from the fact that the curve t ÞÑ expptvq is the integral curve to
the right-invariant vector fieldX withXe “ v.
Using the exponential map in an iterative descent method allows to map directly from
the tangent space back to the constraint manifold instead of taking a linear step and then
projecting back, see Figure 3.5. One obvious advantage of this method is that the next it-
eration is always located “close” to the base point, which is not guaranteed if the step-and-
project method is applied carelessly.
Figure 3.5: Left: taking exponential steps never leaves the constraint manifold. Right: step-and-
project can make nonlocal steps for large stepsizes.
The exponential map ofF
In order to obtain the exponential map of the Lie group containing F , we employ the fol-
lowing theorem about product Lie groups:
Theorem 3.3.13. Let G,H be two Lie groups with Lie algebras g, h and exponential maps
expG, expH , respectively.Then theCartesian productGˆH is a Lie groupwhose exponential
map and Lie algebra are given by the product structure: the algebra of G ˆ H is g ˆ h and
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the exponential map is given by expGˆH “ expGˆ expH , such that for tangent vectors
ξ P TgG, ν P ThH`
expGˆH
˘
pg,hq pξ, νq “ ppexpGqgpξq, pexpHqhpνqq .
Therefore, the exponential map of the Lie groupF1 is the product map of the exponential
maps ofRk, SO p3q, and S1.
Proof. See e.g. [47, Example (5.3.16)].
The exponential maps of the constituent Lie groups are well-known and only stated
here for completeness:
Theorem 3.3.14. 1. The Lie algebra ofRk isRk itself and the exponential map ofRk is
expppvq “ p` v.
2. The Lie algebra of SOp3q is the space sop3q of 3 ˆ 3 skew-symmetric matrices. For
A P SOp3q, any v P TASOp3q is of the form ηA, η P sop3q and the exponential
map is given by expApηAq “ eηA, where eη is the usual matrix exponential, realized
here via Rodrigues’ rotation formula
eη “ Id3` sinpθq ¨ η ` p1´ cospθqq ¨ η2 ,
where 2θ “ ř3i,j“1 η2ij .
3. The Lie algebra of S1 is R and the exponential map is given by expφptq “ φ ` t
mod 2pi.
Remark 3.3.15. In general, the exponential map could be defined using either left-invariant
or right-invariant vector fields, which results in different maps for noncommutative Lie
groups. Since the Lie group in question acts via a left action on the set of feasible points, we
choose to define the exponential map via right-invariant vector fields to obtain the proper
group action.
3.3.4 Incorporating the inequality constraints
Having parametrized the entire space of rigid body motions by a suitable Lie group, adding
the inequality constraints means restricting the parameter space to a submanifold (with
boundary) of the Lie group, which does not need to be a subgroup. This fact brings two
complications: first, on the boundary, the tangent directions no longer form a linear tan-
gent space, but rather a tangent cone, requiring more effort to produce a feasible descent
direction. A method for efficiently finding such a suitable direction will be presented in
Section 4.1.3.
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Second, the exponentialmap is no longerdefined for tangent vectors of arbitrary length,
putting another limit on the maximal step size. The line search method detailed in Sec-
tion 4.2 thus not only checks if the candidate step length is suitable for the purpose of the
minimization, but also if the step’s result is located in the feasible set.
Finally, note that cutting away apart of theLie groupmeanspotentially creatingbound-
ary minima: if the current iterate lies on the boundary and the chosen descent direction is
tangent to the boundary, it might be that no positive feasible step size exists. While these
boundary minima are a natural part of the chosen model, they can possibly impact the nu-
merical efficiency: sliding along the boundary towards a minimum will require very small
step sizes and thus many iterations of the descent process.
3.4 The simple energy model
As established in section 3.2, the nearly rigid origami model is only accessible numerically
even for simple and regular fold patterns. To complement the numerical computations de-
tailed in Chapter 4, we implement in this section a slight modification that greatly reduces
the model’s complexity: instead of considering the full elastic energy as introduced above,
treat the cylinder as a stack of independent strips.
This directly gives an expression for the energy function of several strips: let fptq be
the energy of a single strip of height t. Then a stack of identical strips of heights ti has a
cumulative energy of gpt1, . . . , tmq “ ři fptiq. Fixing the cylinder’s height to a value x
corresponds to restricting the vector pt1, . . . , tmq to the set
Dmpxq :“ tpt1, . . . , tmq | 0 ď ti ď h,
ÿ
ti “ xu ,
reflecting the constraint that strips cannot turn inside out (ti ě 0) or extend beyond their
material height (ti ď h). Note that in contrast to the full model, it is not necessary to
exclude the extremal case ti “ h.
Analogously to the nearly rigid origamimodel, the cylinder of fixed heightxwill adjust
the values of ti to a (local) minimum of g.
To be precise, we say that the strip heights form a trace:
Definition 3.4.1. A trace is a function tpxq “ pt1pxq, . . . , tmpxqq of the cylinder height
x such that the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Forx near the initial heightm, tipxq “ x{m for all i: compression starts symmetric.
2. For all x, tpxq is a local minimum of g, either in the interior or on the boundary.
3. t is lower semicontinuous with finitelymany points of discontinuity. At these points,
the lower limits satisfy the following property: if x0 is a point of discontinuity and
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t0 “ tpx0q, t1 “ limxŒx0 tpxq, then
Btgpt, x0q ¨ pt1 ´ t0q ă 0 @t between t0 and t1.
The intuition behind this definition is the following: at height x0, the cylinder state
tpx0q is a localminimumof the functiong. Ifx0 is decreased by a small amount ε, the energy
landscape changes slightly. If the local minimum persists, the cylinder (and the function t)
will follow that minimum. If, however, the local minimum disappears, for instance because
it turns into a saddle point, the cylinder will immediately descend to the nearest minimum.
This behaviour mimics that of the minimization by iterative descent method employed for
the full energy minimization.
Finding traces is equivalent to characterizing the set of local minima of the function
g on the set Dmpxq with varying x. Local minima can arise in two different ways: they
are either critical points or—ifm “ 2, such that Dmpxq is a line segment—they can be
boundary minima.
At least one critical point must always exist:
Lemma 3.4.2. The symmetric point tspxq “ px{m, . . . , x{mq is a critical point of g for all
values of x.
Proof. At ts, all entries of the gradient∇g are identical. But the vector p1, . . . , 1q is per-
pendicular to the setDmpxq, so that g|Dmpxq is minimal at ts.
Furthermore, there exists a simple condition for the symmetric configuration being a
local minimum:
Lemma 3.4.3. The point ts is a local minimum of g if f2px{mq ą 0. It is a local maximum
if f2px{mq ă 0.
Proof. Fixx. In order to obtain the intrinsic constrainedHessian, reparametrize g by replac-
ing tm “ x ´řm´1i“1 ti. Then the function g depends only onm ´ 1 variables which are
locally unconstrained near ts. In thesemodified coordinates, theHessian is the usual matrix
of second partial derivatives and reads
Hm :“ Hess g “ f2
´ x
m
¯
¨ pCm´1 ` Idm´1q ,
where Idm´1 is the pm´1qˆpm´1q identitymatrix andCm´1 is the pm´1qˆpm´1q
matrix whose entries are all equal to 1.The eigenvalues ofHm, as computed in the following
Lemma 3.4.4, show the claim.
Lemma 3.4.4. The eigenvalues ofHm are given by f2px{mq with multiplicitym ´ 2 and
mf2px{mq with multiplicity 1.
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Proof. An eigenbasis is given by the vectors p1, . . . , 1q to the eigenvaluemf2px{mq and by
the vectors tp1,´1, 0, . . . , 0q, p0, 1,´1, 0, . . . , 0q, . . . , p0, . . . , 0, 1,´1qu to the eigen-
value f2px{mq.
The other minima need to be found via a more general different method: the set of
critical points is exactly the zero set of the gradient function∇g and thus an algebraic va-
riety. As such, it is locally a submanifold, with isolated points at which more complicated
phenomena such as branching out into different directions occur. In order to describe the
procedure for analyzing the set of minima in detail, we consider the simplest nontrivial case
ofm “ 2 strips.
3.4.1 The casem “ 2
For only two strips, reparametrize g to a function gpt, xq “ fptq ` fpx ´ tq. For a fixed
value ofx, critical points of g are given by zeros of the partial derivative Btgpt, xq “ f 1ptq´
f 1px´tq andminima are the subset of critical points where B2t gpt, xq “ f2ptq`f2px´tq
is positive.
In order to determine the shape of the set of critical points, we employ the following ob-
servation. Let pt, xq be a critical point of g. First, as long as the gradient∇pBtgq is nonzero,
the set of critical points is locally a manifold by the implicit function theorem. Such a man-
ifold may “end” in two different ways: it can reach a point where the gradient becomes zero
(which we call branch points), or it may end on the domain boundary. Furthermore, since
we aremainly interested in slices x “ const, there exists an additional type of termination:
minima andmaxima can join and transform into saddle points which then disappear, which
occurs when∇pBtgq ‖ p0, 1q (which is equivalent to the point being a saddle point of the
function t ÞÑ gpt, xq). We will now discuss all three types of events.
Branch points
We begin with branch points. Let pt0, x0q be a zero of∇Btg and let s ÞÑ ptpsq, xpsqq be
a smooth parametrization of a curve of critical points starting at ptp0q, xp0qq “ pt0, x0q.
We first establish the possible tangent directions this curve can have.
Expand the function p : s ÞÑ Btgptpsq, xpsqq into a Taylor series around s “ 0:
ppsq “ pp0q `∇pBtgqT ¨
˜
t1p0q
x1p0q
¸
` 1
2
´
t1p0q x1p0q
¯
¨Hess Btg ¨
˜
t1p0q
x1p0q
¸
` . . .
Since∇Btgpt0, x0q “ 0, the first-order change is zero.Thus, possible tangent directions for
the set of critical points are those directions where the next-higher order change, given by
the Hessian if it is nonzero, vanishes. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
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of these directions is that the Hessian is neither positive definite nor negative definite, i.e.,
the determinant is negative.
Explicitly, the Hessian is given by
Hess Btg “
˜
f3ptq ´ f3px´ tq f3px´ tq
f3px´ tq ´f3px´ tq
¸
“
˜
a´ b b
b ´b
¸
,
so its determinant is´ab. Let pr, sq be a tangent vector such that pa´bqr2`2brs´bs2 “
0. If a “ b, then s “ 0 or r “ s{2, providing four different possible tangent directions; if
a ‰ b, then solving the quadratic equation gives two distinct real solutions for r, depending
linearly on s, if and only if ab ą 0.
In both cases, there are two pairs of opposing possible tangent directions, meaning that
in general, the set of critical points branches into four arms.
If, on the other hand, ab ă 0, then no possible tangent directions exist as the critical
point is an isolated local minimum of Btg. Finally, if a “ 0, r “ s follows and if b “ 0,
r “ 0 follows, leaving only two possible tangent directions. In these cases, no branching
occurs.
Remark3.4.5. It is still possible to find tangent directions in the special case that theHessian
is the zeromatrix by considering third (or even higher) order changes.This special case does
not appear in practice, though, and will thus remain unaddressed at this point.
Remark 3.4.6. For the symmetric configuration t “ x{2, the Hessian satisfies a “ b. The
four tangent directions are therefore always given by˘p1, 0q and˘p1, 2q and in particular
always constitute a branch point.
How are the branch points found? As∇Btg “ pf2ptq ` f2px´ tq,´f2px´ tqq !“
p0, 0q, both f2ptq “ 0 and f2px ´ tq “ 0, as well as Btgpt, xq “ 0, which implies
f 1ptq “ f 1px´ tq. Thus, in order to list all branching points, first find all zeros z1, . . . , zk
of f2.These form all possible values for t. All possible values ofx are formed by sums zi`zj
with f 1pziq “ f 1pzjq. Then discard from this set of branch candidates those where the
Hessian is not indefinite to obtain the set of proper branching points.
Remark 3.4.7. The conditions for branch points are such that in the general case, the only
branch points are of the form pzi, 2ziq.
Finally, we analyze which parts of the set of critical points can be minima. Since the
second derivative B2t g which determines the type of critical point is at the same time the
first component of∇Btg, it is clear that points on the same branch are either all maxima or
all minima and that at a branching point, B2t g is zero. (Recall that B2t g “ 0 indicates either
a branch point if BtBtg “ 0 or a pair event if BtBtg ‰ 0.)
This means that the type of critical point is determined by the lowest-order change of
B2t g along the four tangent directions originating at a branch point.
Let pt, xq be a branch point. We consider first the case t “ x{2. Here, the first-order
change of B2t g along˘p1, 0q is zero since∇B2t gpx{2, xq “ p0, f3px{2qq. Similarly con-
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decreasing height x
+-
-
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Figure 3.6: As x decreases during the com-
pression, the critical point changes its type. The
label “-” indicates that the critical point is a
minimum, the label “+” indicates a maximum.
Horizontal lines correspond to constant ratio
t{x.
Figure 3.7: A local minimum splits into two
local minima enclosing a local maximum. Hor-
izontal lines correspond to constant ratio t{x
sidering theHessian of B2t g shows that the second-order changes all both positive multiples
of f p4qpx{2q, to the effect that both˘p1, 0q are of the same type of critical point.
The first-order changes along the other two directions˘p1, 2q are opposite in sign, to
the effect that one of the directions contains maxima and one contains minima.
Unless gradient and Hessian are zero, this leaves four general cases according to the
signs of f3px{2q and f p4qpx{2q. For the purpose of illustration, consider first the case that
both are positive. Then˘p1, 0q and p1, 2q are directions of minima and p´1,´2q is a di-
rection of maxima. In other words, decreasing x (corresponding to going forwards in time)
will change the critical point at t “ x{2 from a local minimum to a local maximum, as
illustrated in Figure 3.6.
It is clear that the branches with tangent ˘p1, 2q are branches of symmetric critical
points with t “ x{2.What is the shape of the other branches with tangent˘p1, 0q? At first
glance, it is evenpossible that each tangent direction spawnsmore thanone branch, asmulti-
ple branches might share the same tangent at the branch point. However, all these branches
must beminima andnobranch can stay on the linex “ const, since thatwould correspond
to a continuous set of local minima of the nonconstant univariate function gp¨, xq.
Additionally, in Figure 3.6, no branch can turn left towards the minima branch: since
two localminima enclose a localmaximum, therewould have to be a branch of localmaxima
also approaching the branchingpoint fromthe left.But that has alreadybeen ruled out as the
only tangent of maxima exits the branching point towards the right.Therefore, all branches
with initial tangent˘p1, 0q areminima andmust curve towards the right branchofmaxima.
Finally, there is exactly one branch ofminima per tangent direction: if there weremore
branches, they would have to enclose an additional branch of local maxima (which would
have to merge with the minima at the branching point and, furthermore, have the same
tangent as the two branches of minima), which leads to the same contradiction as before.
This means that the end result must be a splitting event as depicted in Figure 3.7.
Repeating this line of argument for all other combinations of signs of f3px{2q and
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“annihilation” “creation”
decreasing x
-
Figure 3.8:Two different pair events may occur. Left: aminimum and amaximum annihilate into a
saddle which then disappears. Right: a pair of minimum and maximum is created from a saddle point.
f p4qpx{2q yields the following table:
f3px{2q ă 0 f3px{2q ą 0
f p4qpx{2q ą 0 -+
-
-
“merge”
- +
-
-
“split”
f p4qpx{2q ă 0
+
-+
+“split”
- +
+
+ “merge”
Table 3.1:The four general cases of branching events with t “ x{2.
Pairing events
The second type of changes to a branch of minima consists of the transformations of a local
maximum and a local minimum into a saddle point when∇Btg ‖ p0, 1q or, equivalently,
B2t g “ 0 and f2px´ tq ‰ 0. In this case, the two valid tangent directions are˘p1, 0q, with
associated first-order change of B2t g given by B3t gpt, xq “ f3ptq ´ f3px ´ tq. Since this
quantity is in general nonzero, the tangent directions lead to branches of different types of
critical point, so that either of the two scenarios depicted in Figure 3.8 occurs.Wenote again
that more complicated pairing events may occur if the first-order change of B2t g is zero, but
that this situation does not appear in practice.
But which type of pair event occurs? As with the other types of events, the answer
is determined by the signs of derivatives of g, in this case of B3t g and BxBtg. To see this,
consider the case that p∇Btgq2 “ BxBt ą 0 and B3t g ą 0. As previously established, the
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+decreasing t
decreasing x
Figure 3.9: The sign of B3t g determines both the type of branch and whether they curve towards or
away from∇Btg.
BxBtg ą 0 BxBtg ă 0
B3t g ą 0
-
+decreasing t
decreasing x -
+
decreasing t
decreasing x
B3t g ă 0
decreasing t
decreasing x
+
-
+
-decreasing t
decreasing x
Table 3.2:The four general cases of pair events.
third derivative determines that the branch of critical points with tangent p1, 0q is a branch
of maxima and the opposite branch consists of minima.
Now consider the gradient’s first component p∇Btgq1. Its first-order change along the
tangent direction p1, 0q is given by B3t g as well, indicating that (together with the assump-
tion that the second component p∇Btgq2 “ BxBtg is positive) both components of∇Btg
are positive on the p1, 0q branch near the saddle point. As a consequence, the branch’s tan-
gent vector, being perpendicular to the gradient, must have alternating signs and thus the
branch curves towards the´x direction. A similar argument shows that the branch of min-
ima also curves towards the´x direction. In this case, the event is a creation event, see Fig-
ure 3.9. An analogous discussion of the other cases gives Table 3.2.
Finding the saddle points of g requires finding common zeroes to the two functions
Btgpt, xq and B2t gpt, xq. This is in general a hard problem, and we only sketch a possible
solution that guarantees completeness of the output. First, note that the explicit form of
the single strip energy f is in general rather complex, to the effect that solution by direct
algebraic manipulation is infeasible. We therefore approximate f by piecewise polynomial
spline functions fi. Using the approximation fi instead of f for the construction of the
function g, this turns the search for simultaneous zeroes into a bivariate polynomial system.
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This broad class of problems appears on the fundamental level in many different areas of
mathematics and so it is no surprise that considerable effort has been undertaken to develop
efficient numerical algorithms for its solution. As one of the more recent results, we point
to work by Berberich, Emeliyanenko, and Sagraloff [7].
For the purposes of this analysis, it is enough to require fourth-order derivatives (to
detect second-order change of the second derivative) of f , to the effect that the required
degree of the interpolating polynomials is 9. For simplicity, we use k equidistant data points
ti “ i{pk´1q and require for additional precision that the interpolating polynomials agree
with f at the data points up to fifth order. Replacing f by a piecewise polynomial function
converts g into a piecewise polynomial as well, defined on two-dimensional patches ti ď
t ď ti`1, tj ď x ´ t ď tj`1. On each piece, the bivariate polynomial system is solved
using Mathematica’s builtin Reduce[] function. A final filtering step discards all solutions
outside of the current patch.
Remark 3.4.8. While conceptually simple, interpolation by polynomial splines suffers from
rapidly degenerating quality of approximationof higher-order derivatives but have the bene-
fit that finding saddle points of polynomials is an explicitly solvable problem.We only note
here that there exist more advanced approximation methods grouped under the name of
quasi-interpolation that guarantee better approximation of derivatives (see exemplarily the
work byMa andWu [40] or by Schaback [42]), but for the purposes of this thesis, the simple
interpolation is sufficient.
Events on the boundary
The final type of events may happen when a branch of critical points meets the domain
boundary. For m “ 2 strips, t must lie in the interval rx ´ h, hs if x ą h and in the
interval r0, xs if x ď h (because none of the two strips can extend beyond the material
height of h or invert to negative heights). Because gp¨, xq is symmetric about t “ x{2 for
all x, it is sufficient to check the lower boundary tmin “ maxt0, x ´ hu for the presence
of a minimum.
Suppose that pt0, x0q “ ptminpx0q, x0q is a critical point of g that lies exactly on the
boundary, such that Btgpt0, x0q “ 0. Two pieces of information are available: first, the
second partial derivative B2t gpt0, x0q determines the type of critical point and second, the
function s : x ÞÑ Btgptminpxq, xq determines whether g has a boundary minimum or a
boundary maximum in the vicinity of x0.The important aspect about this second function
is whether its zero atx0 constitutes a zero with or without sign change. To denote the differ-
ent kinds of sign changes, we adopt the following notation: if s changes sign from positive
to negative with increasing x, we write s Œ— 0; if s changes from negative to positive with
increasing x, we write sÕ— 0. To determine in practical applications which of the two cases
applies, it is usually enough to check the sign of the first derivative s1px0q.
With these twopieces of information, there are again fourdifferent cases.Consider first
the case that B2t g is positive and s Õ— 0 at x0. Then as x decreases, the boundary changes
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from maximum to minimum. Since B2t g ‰ 0, so is ∇pBtgq, to the effect that the set of
critical points has exactly one tangent direction at ptmin, x0q, which must be a branch of
minima. Arguing analogously to the branching point case, there can only be a single branch
of minima which furthermore must turn towards the left:
+-
-
Repeating this argument for all four cases leads to the following table:
sÕ— 0 sŒ— 0
B2t g ą 0
+-
-
“birth”
-
+ -
“death”
B2t g ă 0
+-
“death”
+ +
+ -
“birth”
Table 3.3:The four different cases for boundary events.
Behaviour near x “ 2
Finally, we identify the initial branch for small amounts of compressions. To this end, note
that the initial configuration t “ 1 is a stable embedding of the single strip and therefore
a minimum of the single strip energy f . This implies that for t near 1, f2 is negative, so
that B2t gpx{2, xq “ 2f2px{2q is negative for x near 2. This means that for x near 2, the
symmetric branch is a branch of minima. In particular, all traces start on this branch:
Lemma 3.4.9. Let t be a trace. Then for x near 2, tpxq “ x{2.
Proof. There are only finitelymany events on the t “ x{2branch (pair andboundary events
cannot occur, and branching events are defined by the finitely many zeroes of f2) and the
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initial configuration is given by t “ 1, x “ 2. Departure from the symmetric branch can
thus only occur at branching events.
A similar argument can bemade forx near 0. Depending on the sign of f2ptq for small
t, gp¨, xq is either concave or convex, to the effect that its onlyminimum is on the boundary
(if concave) or at t “ x{2 (if convex).
Tracing out minima
This information is enough to determine traces uniquely. To this end, perform the following
algorithm:
1. First, find all zeroes z1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą zk of f2. Partition the zi into sets with equal f 1pziq.
Then all branching points are in the set tpzi, zi`zjq | f 1pziq “ f 1pzjqu. Determine
the nature of the branching points.
2. Next, find all boundary events by determining the zeroes of the function spxq “
Btgptminpxq, xq. Determine the type of event.
3. Then find all pair events by finding all joint zeroes of Btg and B2t g.
4. From this information, assemble an ordered list of localminima andmaxima for each
x. Starting at t “ 1, x “ 2 with a single minimum, decrease x and adjust the list at
each branch event accordingly.
5. Then, starting at t “ 1, x “ 2 in the uncompressed state, find the values of the trace
tpxq as follows:
(a) As long as no branching occurs, the evolution of t is uniquely prescribed.
(b) Upon reaching a splitting event, pick one of the new branches of minima at
random.
(c) If the current branch ofminimamerges into a saddle point pts, xsq, descend to
the nearest minimum. To be precise, find the nearest minimum in the current
connected component of the sublevel set ofg, that is, find thenearestminimum
ptm, xsq such that for each t P pts, tmq, ptm ´ tsq ¨ Btgpt, xsq ě 0.
(d) Likewise, if the current branch of minima merges with the boundary, remain
on the boundary until g no longer has a boundary minimum. As soon as that
happens, find the nearest local minimum.
This procedure allows a qualitative prediction of the cylinder configuration at each in-
termediate point in time during the compression. The cylinder can be in either of three
states: it can be in the symmetric configuration where t “ x{2, it can be in the asymmetric
configuration ptminpxq, xq where one strip is maximally extended, or it can be in a transi-
tional state where t is neither on the boundary nor equal to x{2. The preceding procedure
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of tracing out allows to determine with certainty for each x the state of the cylinder. Fur-
thermore, only in the third case the exact value of t is unknown.
The predictions obtained by counting branching points is tested in Section 5.2 against
the actual numerical results.
4. Implementation details
Having laid out the basic theory behind the parameterization in the previous chapter, this
chapter turns to describing the intricacies of the actual implementation. All code was im-
plemented in theWolframMathematica language and does not use high-levelMathematica
functions unless explicitly stated.
Reiterating the task at hand, the problem of finding the actual configuration of a nearly
rigid origami cylinder is essentially a minimization of the energy function (as function of
the vertex positions) on some embedded submanifold with boundary F Ă R9N “: Rn
defined by equality constraints enforcing isometry (three constraints per triangle, realized
via edge length equality constraints), planarity (one constraint per vertex) or clamping the
boundary vertex to the current height (one constraint per boundary). Additional inequality
constraints prevent the “flipping” of strips.
In this section, we present the main tool to perform this numerical minimization, an
exponential gradient descent method. This iterative method consists of the following basic
steps to proceed from the current iteration xb P F to the next one:
1. Compute the gradient of the energy in ambient coordinates at xb. This will be some
vector ofRn.
2. Project the gradient onto the tangent space TxbF . Note that if xb P BF , the tangent
space is not a linear space but only a tangent cone.
3. Take an exponential step in that tangent direction. Find a step length that leads to a
feasible point and is suitable from a numerical point of view, see Section 4.2.
4. Terminate if the length of the projected gradient is less than some threshold.
Step 1 is easily done: since the energy function expressed in vertex coordinates is a
quadratic polynomial, computation of the gradient vector is performed using Mathemat-
ica’s builtin automatic differentiation capacity.
4.1 Projection onto tangent cones
More involved is the second step of projecting the gradient onto the set of tangent vectors.
Let xb P F be the current iteration and thus the base point of the tangent space, and let
y P Rn be the energy gradient. Depending on the presence of active inequality constraints
(that is, whether some bjpxbq are exactly zero), y is projected on either the whole tangent
linear spaceTxbF1 or a subset thereof,whichwewill label the tangent cone.While projection
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onto a linear subspace is a standard task, projection onto cones is more involved and we
present two different methods in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.
4.1.1 Projection onto tangent spaces
Assume first that no inequality constraint is active. In this case, the tangent set TxbF “
TxbF1 is a full linear space which is the orthogonal complement of the span of all gradients
of the equality constraints gi, i “ 1, . . . , k. Equivalently, the tangent space is the kernel of
the matrixGT “ pgiqT P Rkˆn.
If the projection is rephrased as a separate distance minimization problem
min
xPRn
1
2
}y ´ x}2
subject toGTx “ 0 ,
it can be solved using Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrangian is
Lpx, λq “ 1
2
}y ´ x}2 ` λTGTx
whose critical points are given by the solutions to$&%px´ yq `Gλ “ 0 ,GTx “ 0 ,
which in turn translates into a linear system in x:˜
Idpnq G
GT 0
¸
loooooooomoooooooon
“:A
˜
x
λ
¸
“
˜
y
0
¸
. (4.1.1)
AsG has full rank (see the proof of Theorem 3.3.1), so doesA P Rpn`kqˆpn`kq. We find
the solution to this equation by solving the corresponding least squares problem given by
minx,λ }Apx, λqT ´ py, 0qT }2 using Mathematica’s builtin LeastSquares[] function.
4.1.2 Tangent cone projection: straightforward method
We now deal with the case of active inequality constraints. Let hi P Rn, i “ 1, . . . , r
be the gradients of the active inequality constraints. Let H “ phiq. The corresponding
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minimization problem is thus
min
xPRn
1
2
}y ´ x}2
subject toGTx “ 0,
HTx ě 0 .
(4.1.2)
(For vectorsx P Rm, the notation “x ě 0” indicates that all components ofx are positive.)
Wefirst show that it is sufficient to solve thisminimizationproblem if both initial point
y and constraint vectors hj are projected onto the full linear space TxnF1.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let y P Rn and let y “ yG ` yK be the decomposition of y into components
in kerGT and pkerGT qK. Likewise, letH “ HG `HK be the columnwise decomposition
of the inequality constraint gradients.Then the projection problemminx }x´ y}2 s.t.GTx “
0,HTx ě 0 has the same unique solution as the problemminxPkerGT }x´yG}2 s.t.HTGx ě
0.
Proof. Observe that both problems have the same set of feasible points. By the Pythagorean
theorem, }x ´ y}2 “ }xG ´ yG}2 ` }yK}2 for any feasible x, such that the two target
functions only differ by a constant offset.
Wewill thus work only within the linear space kerGT and omit the indices indicating
the decomposition.Then the feasible set of this secondminimizationproblem is an intersec-
tion of half-spaces and called a polyhedral cone. This notion, together with that of a finitely
generated cone, will be important in formulating the actual projection method.
Definition 4.1.2. 1. A polyhedral cone is defined to be the intersection of finitely many
closed half spaces. For any polyhedral cone K , there exist finitely many vectors hi
such that
K “ tx P Rn | xhi, xy ě 0 for all iu .
IfH P Rkˆn is the matrix with rows hi, we also use the notationK “: ker`pHq.
2. A finitely generated cone is defined to be the positive-span of a number of vectors: if
M P Rnˆm, the set
Im`pMq :“ tMx | x P Rm, x ě 0u
is a finitely generated cone.
3. IfK Ă Rn is a cone of either type, the dual coneK˚ is defined to be the set
K˚ :“ tx P Rn | xx, ry ě 0 @ r P Ku .
Themost straightforward method to project y onto this polyhedral cone is to reduce
the problem to ordinary orthogonal projection onto subspaces. To this end, note that the
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cone’s faces (including lower-dimensional boundary components) are characterized by sub-
sets of the set of active inequality constraint gradients thi, i “ 1, . . . , ku: each subset
I Ă t1, . . . , ku defines a corresponding face by tx | xhj , xy “ 0 @ j P I, xhj , xy ą
0 @ j R Iu.
This cone projection algorithm proceeds as follows: project y onto the span of each
boundary component tx | xhj , xy “ 0 @ j P Iu. From these intermediate projections
yI , I Ă t1, . . . , ku, discard those that do not lie on the face (if xhj , yIy ă 0 for some
j R I) and finally select the one that is closest to the original y.
Themajor disadvantage of this approach is that it scales exponentially with the number
of active inequality constraints: if there arek active constraints, one cone projection requires
2k subspace projections.
4.1.3 Tangent cone projection: Lemke’s algorithm
The speed of the projection method can be improved greatly following [55].
Thefirst step is to consider thewell-known fact that every cone projection problem can
be written as an orthogonality problem [31, Proposition 3.2.3]
Lemma 4.1.3. LetK be a polyhedral cone inRn, and letK˚ be its dual cone. Then for every
vector y P Rn there exists a unique vector r P Rn such that
r P K,
r ´ y P K˚,
xr, r ´ yy “ 0 .
This vector r is the projection of y ontoK .
We apply this to our case. Here, we project y onto the cone K “ ker`pHT q. The
projection problem reads:
Find r P ker`pHT q such that r ´ y P ker`pHT q˚ and xr ´ y, ry “ 0.
Furthermore, the dual cone ofK can be expressed as a finitely generated cone using a
reformulation of Farkas’ lemma [5,Theorem 2.3.5]:
Lemma4.1.4 (Farkas’ lemma). LetA P Rnˆk and b P Rn.Then exactly one of the following
is true:
1. There exists x P Rk such thatAx “ b and x ě 0.
2. There exists y P Rn such thatAT y ě 0 and xy, by ă 0.
Lemma 4.1.5. LetH P Rnˆk. Then
ker`pHq˚ “ Im`pHT q ,
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Im`pHq˚ “ ker`pHT q .
Proof. Straightforward consequence of Farkas’ Lemma.
This allows a reformulation of the projection problem using Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.5:
Find r P ker`pHT q such that r ´ y P Im`pHq and xr ´ y, ry “ 0,
or, equivalently by substituting z “ r ´ y,
Find z P Im`pHq such that r “ y ` z P ker`pHT q and xz, y ` zy “ 0.
Using the definition of Im`pHq and ker`pHq, this problem turns into a linear com-
plementary problem: write z “ Hv for 0 ď v P Rk and set w “ HT py ` zq. Then the
problem reads:
Find vectors v, w P Rk such thatw ´HTHv “ HT y and v, w ě 0 and xv, wy “ 0.
This is now a problem in only k dimensions and there exists a tableau pivoting algo-
rithm known as Lemke’s algorithm to solve it.
Linear complementarity problems and Lemke’s method
Formally, the linear complementarity problem is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1.6. Let M P Rkˆk and y P Rk . The linear complementarity problem
(LCP) is to find vectors v, w P Rk such that
v ´Mw “ y ,
v, w ě 0 ,
xv, wy “ 0 .
Note that if pv, wq is a solution to this problem, then at most one of vi, wi is positive for all
i. Out of the 2k variables, the k variables that may be positive are called base variables.
In order to solve the problem, note that if y ě 0, then v “ y, w “ 0 is a solution. If
y ğ 0, an artificial variable λ P R is introduced which is added to every linear equation of
v ´Mw “ y, leading to a modified problem
v ´Mw ´ λe “ y ,
v, w, λ ě 0 ,
xv, wy “ 0 .
Here, e P Rk is the vector containing 1 in every component. If λ is chosen large enough
(and positive) that y`λe is positive, thenw “ 0 and v “ y`λe is a valid solution to this
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modified system. Applying successive pivot operations to the tableau (i.e., changing which
variables belong to the basis) will result in eliminating the artificial variableλ from the basis,
thereby finally providing a solution to the original problem.
This procedure is called Lemke’s algorithm and is formulated in terms of table pivots:
given a table T and a pivot element tij ,
1. divide the i-th row by tij ,
2. for all s ‰ i, add to the s-th row p´tsj{tijq times the original i-th row.
Lemke’s algorithm then proceeds as follows:
1. Assemble the initial tableau as”
Idk ´M ´e y
ı
.
Each row of the tableau corresponds to one of the basis variables (initially the vi),
and each column of the tableau corresponds to one of the problem variables (the first
k columns correspond to the vi, the nextk columns correspond to thewi and the last
two columns correspond to λ and the right-hand side, respectively). Furthermore, it
is important to keep track of which variables are on which position in the basis: let
b1, . . . , bk be the k basis variables. Each bi is initially set to vi.
2. Perform the initial pivot: , let i P t1, . . . , ku be such that yi “ mintyj , 1 ď j ď
ku.
(a) Pivot the table at row i and column 2k ` 1 (corresponding to the auxiliary
variable λ).
(b) Update the list of base variables: set bi Ð λ.
(c) Finally, store which variable is to enter the base in the next pivot: set j Ð k` i
(corresponding to the index of thewi column).
Now perform repeated table pivots. Generally speaking, each pivot operation will
introduce the complementary variable to the one that left the base in the previous
step. For instance, since the initial pivot eliminated the variable vi from the basis, the
first pivotwill addwi to the basis. Likewise, if a previous pivot operation removed the
variable wℓ, the subsequent pivot will add the variable vℓ. Each individual iteration
proceeds as follows:
3. Let d be the j-th tableau column and let y be the last column of the tableau.
3.1 If d ď 0, the problem is unbounded. Abort.
3.2 Otherwise, determine the pivot row i via
iÐ argmin
"
yi
di
ˇˇˇˇ
di ą 0
*
.
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3.3 If bi “ λ, the algorithm has found a solution to the original LCP. Perform the
pivot and terminate.
3.4 If bi ‰ λ,
a) perform the pivot,
b) set bi Ð (variable corresponding to column j),
c) set j Ð s if bi wasws before the pivot or j Ð s ` k if bi was vs before
the pivot.
One can show that this algorithm terminates after finitely many pivots with a solution
to the LCP if the problem is consistent:
Theorem 4.1.7. LetM be copositive-plus, that is, xTMx ě 0 for all x ě 0 and if x ě 0
satisfies xTMx “ 0, then pM `MT qx “ 0. Then Lemke’s algorithm, applied to the LCP
v ´Mw “ y, v, w ě 0, xv, wy “ 0 terminates in finitely many steps with a solution to the
LCP.
Proof. SeeTheorem 11.3.8 of [5].
The conditions of this theorem are satisfied in the cone projection case: the matrixM
is given byHTH . Thus, for all vectors x P Rk , xTMx “ }Hx}2 ě 0 and ifHx “ 0 for
some x ě 0, then pM `MT qx “ 2Mx “ 0 asMT “M . ThusM is copositive-plus.
Using Lemke’s method for projection scales far better with the number of active in-
equality constraints k. Although the convergence theorem does not provide bounds on the
number of pivot operations, we have observed that that number is usually comparable to k
itself. Unsurprisingly, in the examples presented in Chapter 5 (where k À 10), projection
using Lemke’s method is consistently faster by at least two orders of magnitude than the
brute force approach.
4.2 The line search method
Once adescent directionhas been identified,weneed tofind a suitable step size for the expo-
nential gradient descent.This is done via a simple line search method. But what constitutes
a suitable step size?
Mimicking the discussion by Nocedal andWright [46, Chapter 3], let xb P F be the
current base point, and let v be the chosen tangent descent direction. Then consider the
univariate function gptq :“ Epexpxbptvqq. A suitable step size t should satisfy two con-
straints: first, the target function should decrease by a sufficient amount (that is, faster than
the tangent of g at 0), and second, the newbase pointxptq “ expxbptvq should lie closer to
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a local minimizer, indicated by the fact that the derivative g1ptq is small in magnitude com-
pared to g1p0q. In the case of regular straight descent, these two conditions are equivalent
to the strongWolfe conditions.
In our case, the derivative g1ptq is given by
g1ptq “
B
∇expxb ptvqE,
ˆ
d
ds
expxbpsvq
ˇˇˇˇ
s“t
˙F
“
A
∇expxb ptvqE, dRexpxb ptvqv
E
since the tangent vectors of the curve s ÞÑ exppsvq are given by the differential of the
right-multiplicationmap, seeTheorem 3.3.12.This leads to the exponentialWolfe conditions
Epexpxbptvqq ď Epxbq ` c1tx∇xbE, vy (4.2.1)ˇˇˇA
∇expxb ptvqE, dRexpxb ptvqv
Eˇˇˇ
ď c2 |x∇xbE, vky| . (4.2.2)
The two constants 0 ă c2 ă c1 determine the “aggressiveness” of the conditions. For
this thesis, they are chosen to be c1 “ 10´1, c2 “ 10´4 according to best practices [46,
Chapter 3].
Remark 4.2.1. Similar to the usual Wolfe conditions, a weak version of the exponential
Wolfe conditions can be obtained by not taking absolute values in the curvature condi-
tion (4.2.2).
In order to find a step size t that satisfies both conditions, we implement the following
bisecting line search method taken again fromNocedal andWright [46, Algorithm 3.6]:
1. Start with a lower bound of α “ 0, an upper bound β “ 8, and a candidate
value t “ 1.
2. Repeat the following steps until bothWolfe conditions are satisfied:
(a) If condition (4.2.1) is violated, the step is so large that it left the region where
g decreases. Thus set β Ð t.
(b) If (4.2.1) is satisfied but condition (4.2.2) is violated, the step length can ei-
ther be increased to step even closer to a local minimizer, or the minimum has
already been overstepped. An easy computation shows that the second case is
equivalent to g1ptq ¨ pβ ´ αq ě 0 if β is finite or simply g1ptq ě 0 if β is
infinite. If that is the case, set β Ð α. Furthermore, in both cases, set αÐ t.
(c) Find a new candidate value. If β ă 8, set t Ð pα ` βq{2; otherwise set
tÐ 2α.
The step length determined by this method is guaranteed to satisfy the exponential
Wolfe conditions, but does not necessarily result in a point that is still contained in the
feasible setF .Therefore, the step length is halved until either it becomes too small (inwhich
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case the gradient descent algorithm terminates) or a feasible point is reached. Note though
that this new feasible step length is no longer guaranteed to satisfy the exponential Wolfe
conditions.
4.3 Coordinate conversion
The final building block in the individual steps is switching between points in F , given as
vertex coordinates inR9N , and elements of the parametrizing Lie group. Translating a Lie
group elementT into vertex coordinates is straightforward: simply apply the rigid bodymo-
tions of each triangle jointly encoded byT to the given reference embedding. Solving the in-
verse problem—finding the explicit rigid body motion from vertex coordinates—amounts
primarily to extracting translations as well as axes and angles of rotations. Similar conver-
sions also need to be done for tangent vectors: the descent direction is given as a vector in
R9N and needs to be converted to an element of the Lie algebra in order to perform the
exponential step.
A common task during the conversions is to compute the signed angle θ between two
horizontal vectors v, w P R3. The naive approach via xv, wy “ }v} ¨ }w} ¨ cos θ requires
taking inverse cosines, which has twomain drawbacks: first, the argument is confined to the
interval r´1, 1s, which leads to problems when numerical imprecisions when v and w are
almost parallel, and second, the derivative(s) are very large near˘1 and thus ill-conditioned.
In order tomitigate these problems, the standard approach is to use instead the tangent
half-angle formula
θ “ 2 arctan sin θ
1` cos θ “ 2 arctan
pv ˆ wqz
}v} ¨ }w} ` xv, wy (4.3.1)
where puqz means taking the z coordinate of the vector u. Computing the inverse tangents
is done using Mathematica’s implementation of the atan2 function, which incorporates
program logic to return the correct sign and deal with the case of small denominators.
More generally, if v andw are arbitrary vectors inR3, their enclosed angle can be com-
puted with similar robustness via the similar formula
θ “ 2 arctan }v ˆ w}}v} ¨ }w} ` xv, wy . (4.3.2)
Feasible points
Wefirst deal with the problemof finding theLie group elementmapping the reference point
x0 P F to a given point x P F . Because each triangle is parametrized separately, this
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conversion is done per triangle.
Let∆0 “ pb1, b2, b3q be the reference triangle, where the vertices have been labelled
such that the edge b1b2 is horizontal, and let∆ “ pv1, v2, v3q be the new triangle (recall
that because of the planarity assumption and the decomposition into strips, every trian-
gle has precisely one horizontal edge). We now compute the rotation angle φ P S1, the
translation d P R2, and the relevant two components of the change in vertex layer heights
t P Rm´1.
Tilt angles In preparation for subsequent computations,wefirst examine the triangle’s tilt
angle ψ P p´pi, pis, which is defined as follows: let pb1, b2, b3q be the vertices of a triangle
such that b1b2 is horizontal. Let f3 be the orthogonal projection of b3 onto the line b1b2.
The tilt ψ is defined as the signed angle between b3 ´ f3 and the vertical direction, such
thatRψb2´b1p0, 0, }b3 ´ f3}q “ b3 ´ f3. See Figure 4.1 for an illustration.
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the tilt angle ψ.
Tilt angles are computed from vertex coordinates by the following procedure: let pib3
be the vertical projection of b3 onto the horizontal plane containing the edge b1b2 and let
∆z “ pb3qz ´ pb1qz . Then with h3 “ }b3 ´ f3}, h3 cosψ “ ∆z and h3 sinψ “
}pib3 ´ f3}. Using Equation 4.3.1,
ψ “ 2 arctan }pib3 ´ f3}
h3 `∆z .
Vertex layers Assume that the horizontal edge b1b2 (and v1v2) lies in the i-th vertex layer
and that the respective third vertices are in the j-th layer. Then ti “ v1 ´ b1 “ v2 ´ b2
and tj “ v3 ´ b3.
Once ti and tj have been determined, transform∆0 first to an intermediate triangle
pb˜1, b˜2, b˜3qwhose vertices have the same z coordinate as the∆ vertices: vertically translate
by ti, then rotate b˜3 about the axis b˜2´ b˜1 by the difference in tilt anglesψv´ψb.This will
result in pb˜kqz “ pvkqz for k “ 1, 2, 3.
Translations In general, the translation d is simply the difference between the two trian-
gle’s anchor points of the body-fixed frame. Depending on the type of constraints posed on
the triangle, this anchor point is one of several different locations. To be precise, with the
planarity assumptions, it is the midpoint of the horizontal edge. If planarity is not assumed,
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the anchor of e.g. unconstrained triangles is the triangle’s center of mass. See Section 3.3.1
for the comprehensive list.
Rotations We determine the correct rotation element by finding both angle and axis of
rotation.Under theplanarity assumptions, the axis is always givenby the vertical line through
the horizontal edge midpoint and the angle φ is simply the signed angle between e.g. v1 ´
mv and b1 ´mb, obtained again via (4.3.1).
Without theplanarity assumption, the axis of rotationn is normal to theplane spanned
by the vectors pvk ´mvq ´ pbk ´mbq, k “ 1, 2, 3, and thus obtained via a simple cross
product. Once the axis is known, the angle of rotationφ is given similar to Equation (4.3.1)
as
φ “ 2 arctan xpv1 ´mvq ˆ pb1 ´mbq, ny}v1 ´mv} ¨ }b1 ´mb} ` xv1 ´mv, b1 ´mby .
Tangent vectors
Conversion between tangent vectors t P TxF and elements v P g is similarly done on a
per-triangle basis. The direction v Ñ t is straightforward addition (for infinitesimal trans-
lations) and matrix multiplications (for infinitesimal rotations).
The reverse direction corresponds to finding infinitesimal translations and rotations.
For a triangle with vertices v1, v2, v3 and corresponding tangents v1, v2, v3, the infinitesi-
mal translation is simply the infinitesimal movement of the body frame anchor: d “ py1`
y2q{2with planarity assumptions and analogous expressions without planarity assumption.
Infinitesimal rotations General infinitesimal rotations can be described in two equiva-
lent ways, either as a cross product or via an element of sop3q. IfAptq is a continuous rota-
tion by an angle αptq about a fixed axis, the infinitesimal rotation of a point v is given by
the tangent vector r “ pAvq1p0q. An easy calculation shows that r “ a ˆ v, where a is
parallel to the axis of rotation ofAptq and has length equal to α1p0q.
In the case at hand, the vectors rk “ vk ´ d (d again being the infinitesimal trans-
lation obtained in the previous paragraph) describe the vertices’ infinitesimal rotation, and
we need to determine the vector a such that a ˆ pvk ´ mvq “ rk . The direction of a is
simply the normal to the plane spanned by trk, k “ 1, 2, 3u and is obtained by e.g. r1ˆr2,
the length of a is obtained by
}rk} “ }a}}vk ´mv} sin=pa, vk ´mvq .
The angle=pa, vk ´mvq does not depend on the length of a. It is thus equal to=pr1 ˆ
r2, vk ´mvq, which is computed using Equation (4.3.1).
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5. Results and discussion
As a first step, the implementation detailed in the previous section was run with Guest and
Pellegrino type input fold patterns of various different type. Described in more detail in
Section 3.2, this class of input patterns essentially depends on three parameters: the real-
valued parameter r determines the radius of the initial cylinder, the integerndetermines the
order of rotational symmetry, and the integerm denotes the number of initially identical
strips that constitute the cylinder. As each strip’s initial embedded height is 1 independent
of n and r, the cylinder’s initial height is also given bym.
In the subsequent numerical experiments, the ratio r{m was varied between 0.2 and
1.5, covering the range from long thin “pipes” to wide and flat “bands”. An illustration of
the cylinders for different values of r and n is given in Figure 5.1.
In this section, wewill only exemplarily highlight the nature of the results by presenting
two different selected examples. For a more comprehensive list, we refer to part A of the
Appendix.
Simulation details All results in this section have been obtained using the following pro-
cedure: from the initial embeddingwithheightH0 “ 2, decreaseH in steps of δH “ 0.02.
Adapt the old minimizer, which is now no longer on the constraint manifold, to the new
boundary heights by changing only the top strip’s height, as outlined in Section 3.3.1.
Before this initial guess is fed into the descent algorithm, it is further perturbed by
picking at random a tangent vector of small magnitude and performing an exponential step
in that direction.This is done in order to deal with situations where the initial configuration
is already near to a local maximum: in those cases, our chosen termination criterion will
instantly stop unless the starting point is moved towards one of the accompanying minima.
Figure 5.1: Two examples of input fold patterns. Left: r “ 0.6, n “ 10, right: r “ 1.2, n “ 6.
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5.1 Code validation
We first validate the correctness of the code, for which we consider two different checks.
First, if the output turns out to be nearly rotationally symmetric (even though that is not
explicitly enforced), it can be compared to the energy values obtained semi-analytically in
Section 3.2. Second, the results of the exponential minimizer code can be compared against
a minimization of the energy with soft constraints, that is, the constraints are added as addi-
tional energy penalty to the target function. This latter minimization is essentially uncon-
strained and was performed with Mathematica’s builtin numerical minimization capabili-
ties.
5.1.1 Comparison to analytic results
For theGuest andPellegrino type foldpatterns, Section3.2 established a semi-exact solution
to theminimization problemunder the assumption of rotational symmetry. Comparing the
minimizer obtained by the exponential descent method to the analytic solution shows two
things: first, the numerically obtained minimizer is indeed rotationally symmetric and sec-
ond, the energies match very well with their analytic predictions. As Figure 5.3 shows, the
height of the middle vertex layer is almost always either equal to half the cylinder height or
maximally asymmetric and the energy values agree with the corresponding analytic predic-
tions.This behavior—the cylinder is either in its symmetric or in its maximally asymmetric
state—has been consistently observed across the range of parameters 0.4 ď r ď 2.8 and
4 ď n ď 10.
5.1.2 Comparison to soft constraint minimization
If the hard constraints ensuring rigidity of each face are replaced by penalty terms added to
the energy, the problem becomes essentially unconstrained: the remaining planarity condi-
tions amount to simple variable substitution and the inequality conditions constrains only
a single variable. This new problem can be approached using off-the-shelf methods, in par-
ticular Mathematica’s FindMinimum[] function.This section shows the results for the set
of parameters r “ 1, n “ 8.
Figure 5.2 shows that there is general qualitative agreement with the soft constrained
solution: both solutions oscillate between totally asymmetric and symmetric states (visible
from the left plot), and the respective energies coincide. The only visible difference is that
the soft constrained solution transitions from asymmetric to symmetric configuration at an
earlier time. Similar behavior—agreement between soft and hard constrainedminimization
except for the location of transitions— is observed across the entire range of parameters.
Summarily, the two comparison experiments show that the numerical minimization
process performs as expected over the entire range of parameters considered in this thesis.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between minimization by exponential descent and soft-constrained mini-
mization for r “ 1, n “ 8.
Even though there is evidently a discrepancy to the soft constrained results, a closer exam-
ination of the associated energy landscape functions (see also next section) shows that the
discrepancy must be an artifact of the soft constraints, likely due to the change in energy
landscape. For instance, Figure 5.4 shows that atH “ 1.2, the energy landscape has three
local minima. Since the minimization result of the previous time step is in the asymmetric
configuration and cannot cross to the much lower local minimum of the symmetric con-
figuration because of a small energy barrier, so that even a small alteration of the landscape
induced by the soft constraints might be sufficient to eliminate this barrier.
5.2 Results
Themain output of the numerical minimization process is threefold. On the one hand, the
minimization process delivers the compressive strain (the value of the target function) and
the minimizer as functions of the cylinder height x, directly giving the kinematic response
to and required loads for compression the input folded cylinders. On the other hand, under
the assumption of planar vertex layers, a similarminimization process with fixed vertex layer
heights (that is, minimizing only with respect to horizontal motions of faces) generates for
each value of x an energy landscape function of the middle vertex layer position t, similar to
the simple energy function gpt, xq. This landscape function, whose local minima represent
the possible outputs of the full numerical minimization, will provide useful information for
explaining the minimizers’ behavior.
We will highlight the results and the dependence of the energy landscape families on
the parameters r, n,m by selected examples. For an overview over the entire parameter
range, we refer to part A of the appendix.
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Figure5.3:Plot of themiddle layer’s heights (right) and elastic energies (left) for two sets of parameters
(top: r “ 0.6, n “ 10, bottom: r “ 1.2, n “ 6). Marked in green is the numerical minimizer,
marked in blue and orange are the exact minimizers for symmetric and asymmetric special case.
Example 1
The first example with r “ 0.6, n “ 10,m “ 2 showcases the most common quali-
tative behavior: The energy, depicted in the top right part of Figure 5.3, increases mono-
tonically and exhibits a single saddle point at about 50% compression, where it transitions
from following the exact energy of the symmetric state to following the exact solution of the
asymmetric state. The minimizer itself reflects this observation in that at first, both strips
compress equally, until the middle vertex layer snaps to either top or bottom boundary, as
depicted in the top left of Figure 5.3.
Example 2
If the ratio r{H0 is chosen around 0.5 to 0.6, the minimizers exhibit a different behavior.
While the energy function still follows closely either the symmetric or the asymmetric exact
solution, there exist multiple jumps in both the height and the energy function, as seen in
the bottom row of Figure 5.3, where r{H0 “ 0.6.
In this example, three things stand out: first, the energy function may change discon-
tinuously between different heights (as evidenced at around 65% compression in the energy
plot). Second, the local minimum found by the exponential descent method is not neces-
sarily the globalminimum (see the discrepancy between green and blue curve around 60%).
Finally, the cylinder generally seems to be in either the symmetric and totally asymmetric
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state with only short transitory intervals.
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Figure 5.4:The energy landscape as a function of the middle vertex layer position t for r “ 1, n “ 8
and different values ofH . Total height of the cylinder decreases from left to right and top to bottom.
Over the entire range of parameters, some common features are observed. First, the so-
lution transitions at least once from symmetric to asymmetric configuration.This transition
occurs continuously as opposed to abruptly. There are no other stable configurations, such
as for instance a compression ratio of 2:1. Moreover, if the input fold pattern is rotationally
symmetric, this symmetry is preserved throughout the compression, even if the initial guess
is randomly perturbed by a small amount before beginning the minimization process.
Furthermore, some choices of parameters exhibit more than one transition. In con-
trast to the first transition from symmetric to asymmetric, these other transitions can be
discontinuous. Within the parameter range discussed in this chapter, the maximal number
of transitions is 3.
Moreover, even if the minimizer undergoes a rapid (but continuous) transition, the
energy might not change as drastically. For instance, the top right of Figure 5.3 shows a
transition from symmetric to asymmetric configuration at 55%, drastically altering the vi-
sual appearance of the solution but barely affecting the energy.
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Figure 5.5: Snapshots of the compression process for r “ 1.2, n “ 6. Top left: the initial cylinder in
its rest state. Top right: the initial phase sees only the top strip compressed and the lower strip unchanged.
Bottom row: at about 65% compression, the cylinder suddenly snaps from asymmetric configurationwith
one completely flat strip (left) to the symmetric configurationwhere both strips are compressed by the same
amount (right).
Finally, some energy landscapes exhibit minima of zero energy, implying that the re-
spective fold pattern is bistable. This can be seen for instance for the set of parameters r “
1, n “ 8, depicted in Figure 5.2.
All these observations can be seen as consequences of the shape of the energy land-
scape functions obtained by a separate minimization. It is observed that the energy land-
scape changes continuously with the cylinder height H and that the numerically found
minimizer follows along a given local minimum as the landscape changes. As the critical
points of the landscape merge or split, a continuous tracking of minima is not always pos-
sible. In cases such as this, the numerical minimizer code instantaneously “rolls downhill”,
causing both the minimizer and the resultant energy to undergo a discontinuous jump. In
particular, we find that these observed discontinuities are not artificially introduced by e.g.
the time-discretization.
Knowing the energy landscape in advance is thus a valuable tool in predicting the qual-
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itative behavior of the family of minima. While the landscapes cannot be found exactly or
a priori, they can at least be estimated by the simple energy model. The next section will
therefore showcase how to obtain such a prediction following the theoretical discussion in
Section 3.4.1 and then compare these predictions against the actual minima.
5.2.1 The simple energy model
In practice, the predictions of the simple model were obtained by the following process:
starting from the initial configuration t “ 1, x “ 2 “ H0, x was iteratively decreased in
steps of∆x “ H0{100 to match with the time step of the numerical minimization. In the
k-th step, the predicted position tk of the middle vertex layer was chosen out of all local or
boundary minima of gp¨, xq such that the distance |tk´ tk´1|wasminimal and Btgpt, xq ¨
ptk ´ tk´1q ă 0 for all t P ptk, tk´1q (to the effect that g is monotonically decreasing
from tk´1 to tk). Accordingly, the predicted energy value is given by gk “ gptk, xkq.
For the first of the examples presented in Section 5.2, the top row of Figure 5.6 com-
pares the predicted vertex layer height against the numerically obtained minimizer of the
true energy. Furthermore, both the simple energy value and the true energy value of this
prediction are compared against the true energy value of the numerically obtained mini-
mizer.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of simple energy prediction versus numerically obtained minimizer of the
true energy, both in middle vertex layer height (left) and respective energy values (right). Top row shows
the parameters r “ 0.6 and n “ 10-fold rotational symmetry; bottom row shows r “ 1.2, n “ 6.
Similarly, the second example compares very well to the minimizer of the “true” elastic
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Figure 5.7: Prediction plot for the first example. The t interval has been rescaled to constant width;
only one half is shown. “b˘” signifies that g has a boundary maximum (“+”) or minimum (“-”), “s˘”
signifies that the symmetric configuration is a maximum or a minimum. Additional signs indicate other
local extrema and their order.
energy.The top row of Figure 5.6 shows that, even though there are quantitative differences,
the general shape of the curves, in particular of the vertex heights, are very similar.
We observe this general agreements over the entire range of parameters: while it may
be that some transitions are shifted (that is, occur at slightly different values of x, as in the
top row of Figure 5.6), the general behavior of the minimizer’s middle layer height and in
particular the energy are very well predicted.
Qualitative prediction of minima
Finally, we verify the quality of the prediction of the actual configuration using only infor-
mation about the different types of branching and merging events of the set of minima of
g.
Example 1 The first example shows only two different events: at x “ 1.17 “: s1, the
local minimum at t “ x{2 splits into twominima flanking a maximum. At x “ 1 “: b1, a
localminimum is absorbedby the boundary,which turns fromamaximum into aminimum.
No pair events occur. Thus, the local minimum that meets the boundary at b1 must be the
one that split off at x “ s1. We can thus assemble Figure 5.7 and predict the behavior of
this cylinder under compression. Since there exists only one local minimum for all x, the
prediction is straightforward: for x ě s1, the cylinder must be in the symmetric state;
it continuously transitions for s1 ă x ă b1 towards the boundary and remains in the
asymmetric state until the end.Thevalidity of this prediction is confirmedby the left column
of Figure 5.3. Even though the transition period occurs later than predicted, the sequence
of states (first symmetric, then transitory, then asymmetric) is correctly captured.
Example 2 In the second example, an analysis of the single strip energy indicates that
there exist only two branching events at x “ 1.85 “: s1 and x “ 1.12 “: s2 with
t “ x{2 each. At s1, a minimum splits into two minima enclosing a maximum and at s2, a
maximum splits into two maxima enclosing a minimum. Furthermore, there exist only two
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Figure 5.8: Prediction plot for the second example.The variable t has been rescaled to constant width;
only one half is shown. “b˘” signifies that g has a boundary maximum (“+”) or minimum (“-”), “s˘”
signifies that the symmetric configuration is a maximum or a minimum. Additional signs indicate other
local extrema.
different points where the type of boundary extremum changes: at x “ 1.75 “: b1 and
x “ 0.75 “: b2. At b1, a minimum merges with the boundary and at b2, the boundary
absorbs a maximum. Since no other local extrema are generated or removed by pair events,
we know that the minimum spawned at s1 must be the one reaching the boundary in b1
and that likewise the maximum spawned in s2 must reach the boundary in b2. We can thus
assemble the complete list of extrema as shown in Figure 5.8.
It is then straightforward to obtain a prediction for the cylinder’s behavior under com-
pression: for x ě s1, both strips must compress symmetrically. For s1 ě x ě b1, the
cylinder is in transition and reaches the asymmetric state at x “ b1. It remains asymmetric
up until x “ b2, at which point there is only a single local minimum left. Thus, at x “ b2,
the cylinder instantaneously reverts back to the symmetric configuration and remains there
for all remaining x ă b2. As evidenced by Figure 5.6, this prediction coincides very well
with the actual result, with the only difference being that the event s1 occurs a little later
than predicted.
Limits of the simple model For most of the examples, the simple model can accurately
predict the qualitative behavior of the numerical minimization result, indicating that the
simplification—neglecting the coupling between different layers—has comparatively small
influence on the energy landscape. But in some cases, where the single strip energy function
f and thus the simple model energy g exhibit delicate features, the neglected terms become
quantitatively important.As shown inFigure 5.9 for r “ 1, n “ 8, both jumpspredictedby
the simplemodel occur too soon compared to the actual numericalminimizer. Accordingly,
the predicted vertex heights also differ.
Examining the simple energy landscape confirms this suspicion: as Figure 5.10 shows,
the true energy barrier separating the boundary minimum from the symmetric configura-
tion is very small, to the effect that the same place is a maximum of the simple energy.
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Figure 5.9: Energy predictions for r “ 1, n “ 8 deviate significantly in two places.
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ing different shape of simple and true energy.
Note that the true energy has three minima
while the simple energy has only one local mini-
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Figure 5.13: Plot of δ for r “ 0.6, n “ 10.
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Figure 5.14: Plot of δ for r “ 1.2, n “ 6.
5.2.2 Verifying the planarity assumption
Finally, we verify the validity of the planarity assumption made for the nearly rigid model.
To this end, we examine the span of z coordinates of the non-boundary vertices: if z :“
tzi1 , . . . , zinu is the set of z coordinates, δ :“ max z´min zmeasures the deviation from
planarity.
Furthermore, we have already seen that the energy landscapes of the planar minimiza-
tion processmay havemore than one localminimumand that the exponentialminimization
cannot cross local maxima even if the local minimum on the other side is lower than that at
the current location. Removing the planarity assumption opens up new degrees of freedom,
to the effect that the nonplanar minimization process could hypothetically circumvent the
energy barriers which appeared above.We therefore also compare the values in z to the ver-
tex layer height of the planar minimizer.
For the two examples presented in this section, the corresponding curves are shown in
Figures 5.12 and 5.15, together with the deviation from planarity given by δ in Figures 5.13
and 5.14. Evidently, planarity is very well satisfied as δ is very small at all times.More impor-
tantly, even though removing the planarity assumption has some effect on both the energy
and the heights of the nonboundary vertices, the qualitative behavior is exactly the same:
both planar and nonplanar minimizers are mostly either in the symmetric or in the asym-
metric state and transition at exactly the same points in time.
The aforementioned phenomenon of barrier circumnavigation is tested for by using
the planar minimizers as inputs for a second round of minimization without the planarity
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of nonplanar and planar minimizers.
assumption.The output of this second round is the same (up to numerical accuracy) as de-
picted in Figures 5.12 and 5.15 even if substantial randomnoise is added.We thus conclude
that not only do planar and nonplanarminimizers coincide very well, but that in general no
circumnavigation effects occur.
5.2.3 Further observations
Estimating the minimal elastic yield length
Another feature that canbe extracted from thenumericalminimization results is an estimate
on the required elastic yield length. This material quantity denotes the maximum length a
material can be forcibly extended before it enters the regime of plastic deformations and
does not revert back to its original rest state when released, that is, when its deformation
can no longer be modeled within the theory of elasticity.The yield length can be estimated
from the numericalminimizers by the following procedure: recall that the elastic energywas
obtained from computing first the centers of mass of each cluster of vertices and then the
sum of squares of distances to the center of mass as in Equation 3.1.1. At each time step, the
maximal extension is given by the maximum
lpxq “ max
i
max
j“1,...,ni
|vi,jpxq ´mipxq| ,
to the effect that the yield length must be at least L “ maxx lpxq. A cylinder supposed to
deform elastically must therefore have a yield length of at leastL.
Applied to the two examples, we obtain the diagrams given in Figures 5.16 and 5.17.
5.3 Conclusion
The results obtained both by numerical minimization and analytically in the frame of the
simplified model are very promising. For the type of regular fold pattern that has been the
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Figure 5.16: Plot of the elastic yield for r “
0.6 and n “ 10.
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Figure 5.17: Plot of the elastic yield for r “
1.2 and n “ 10.
focus of the current simulations, the qualitative behavior of the nearly rigid origami can
be predicted very well in a short amount of time and can then be quantitatively fixed by a
subsequent numerical minimization.
Furthermore, from a theoretic point of view, our model showed that discontinuous
phenomena, manifesting in the physical world as buckling effects, can already arise at a very
basic level.
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6. Conclusion
The kinematics of folded structures is a long standing subject in mathematics, physics, and
the various mechanical engineering disciplines. In this work, we have approached the as-
sociated phenomenon of folded thin shells from both the mathematical perspective, using
idealized, perfectly rigid objects, and from a physical perspective, using a very simple elastic
model and numerical simulations.
Perfectly rigid origami This thesis has brought to light several interesting facts about
the global rigidity of prefolded cylindrical structures. Assuming perfect rigidity of the con-
stituent material, it has been shown that flexibility in the axial direction necessitates very
strict conditions (Theorems 2.3.2 and 2.3.3), themost visible one being the existence of ver-
tical folds which, furthermore, must remain sharp at all times. To prove these theorems, a
model of rigid origami was introduced that, starting from the language of differential geom-
etry of surfaces and very general assumptions on the shape of the folded cylinder, reduced
the rigidity problem to the characterization of a univariate real analytic function by means
of elementary trigonometry. As it turned out, the assumption of planar faces usually made
for rigid origami can be relaxed: if the embedding map is piecewiseC4, all faces must nec-
essarily be planar.
Within the context of this model, other applications related to the design of folded
structures are easily tackled, such as finding folded structures that embed to specifiedheights
(Section 2.4) and structures that possess multiple stable heights (Section 2.5). In particular,
it has been shown that a “skeleton” fold pattern provided by the user can be refined to a fold
pattern that embeds at a given height by the addition of isolated fold lines.
There is a class of cylindrical rigid origami not covered by the model. Most notably,
cylinders may be non-developable or may compress such that the horizontality assumption
is violated. Related work by other researchers (we exemplarily highlight recent work by Fil-
ipov and others [22]) has shown that non-developable rigid origami cylinders in particular
seem to exhibit a much greater variety of flexibility. Extending the rigidity analysis to non-
developable cylinders would achieve a much more general characterization of the precon-
ditions of flexibility.
For “nonhorizontal” cylinders, that is, those where horizontal cross-sections of the fold
pattern do not remain horizontal polygonal lines, a simple counterexample shows that flex-
ibility is easy to obtain: consider a stack of identical regular tetrahedra, each connected to
its neighbors along a joint edge, as depicted in Figure 6.1. This surface is developable: at
each interior vertex, six equilateral triangles meet, so that the Gauß curvature is zero. Con-
sequently, the stack of tetrahedra is almost a rigid origami cylinder in our sense, with the
only fault being that the cylinder walls have been crushed to line segments in multiple dif-
ferent locations. However, even though the cylinder does not possess vertical fold lines, it is
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Figure 6.1: Another compressible origami cylinder. Left: uncompressed state. Right: compressed state.
clearly rigidly flexible: by tilting themiddle pair of tetrahedra about the edge joints, one can
change the height of the complete stack without violating isometry or even the planarity of
the boundaries.
It is currently unknown whether there exist flexible origami cylinders that compress
non-horizontal, but also do not degenerate, and even Theorem 2.3.3 directly implies a de-
generacy of any compressible rigid origami cylinder in that vertical fold lines must exist and
fold sharply, so that the two adjacent faces lie on top of each other. On the other hand, the
results of our nearly rigid model seems to indicate that planarity is a natural state if the fold
pattern is sufficiently regular. In light of this, it seems worthwhile to investigate the role of
degeneracy of embeddings for the flexibility of rigid objects.
Pseudo-elasticmodels Relaxing the conditionof perfect rigidity, a simplemodel has been
formulated that mimics the key feature of the experimentally observed elastic behavior of
creased thin sheets in that faces remain rigid and only creases may deform elastically. As
an extension of the perfectly rigid model, this nearly rigid model is perfectly compatible
with the previously obtained results, while at the same time allowing the formulation of a
geometric method for finding numerically the kinematic response and requisite strain for
axial compressions of cylindrical structures.
The results encourage and justify the inclusion of simplifying assumptions into the per-
fectly rigid model towards for instance rotational symmetry or horizontality of cross sec-
tions. Moreover, they exhibit buckling phenomena of different kinds, indicating that the
existence of buckling is a direct consequence of the geometry of the problem and not neces-
sarily predicated by complex and subtle interactions of the physical laws of elasticity. Fur-
ther examination would shed more light on the complex nature of buckling phenomena in
real-world folded structures.
Another natural extension of the model would see the current elastic energy replaced
by amore complex one that reflects the energy scaling behavior of elastic ridges known from
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experiments and numerical simulations, such as the crease energy formulated byWitten and
Lobkovsky [39]. Doing so would bridge the gap to physicallymotivatedmodels of elasticity
and thus provide another possible avenue for the high-level exploration of phenomena re-
lated to elasticity in general, but this scaling behavior has not yet been extended tomultiple
interacting creases. Finding the correct general crease energy would be or even determining
whether it can be reduced to a simple per-crease expression is ongoing work.
Analytic predictions of buckling phenomena Finally, it has been empirically shown that
a further simplification of decoupling the cylinder’s strips allows to predict with great ease
the qualitative behavior of multi-strip systems. Thus, it is certainly within the scope of this
simple model to pose the inverse problem: instead of computing the elastic response of a
given folded structure, the task now becomes to find a folded structure whose behavior is
equal or at least close to a user-given target response. Although certainly more challenging
than the forward problem treated in this thesis, solving the inverse problem would benefit
various applications in engineering and architecture.
The current model already presents a crude solution: by providing an easier method to
obtain the elastic response compared to finite elementmethods, themodel allows to quickly
narrow down the range of candidate parameter values. Finding a true solution to the inverse
problem would alleviate the need for extensive cataloging and sampling operations, thus
providing an efficient tool for designing folded cylinders with a prescribed elastic response.
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Figure A.1: simple energy for r “ 0.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.2: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.3: prediction graphic for r “ 0.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.4: simple energy for r “ 0.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.5: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.6: prediction graphic for r “ 0.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.7: simple energy for r “ 0.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.8: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.9: prediction graphic for r “ 0.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.10: simple energy for r “ 0.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.11: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.12: prediction graphic for r “ 0.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.13: simple energy for r “ 0.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.14: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.15: prediction graphic for r “ 0.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.16: simple energy for r “ 0.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.17: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.18: prediction graphic for r “ 0.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.19: simple energy for r “ 0.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.20: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.21: prediction graphic for r “ 0.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.22: simple energy for r “ 0.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.23: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.24: prediction graphic for r “ 0.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.25: simple energy for r “ 0.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.26: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.27: prediction graphic for r “ 0.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.28: simple energy for r “ 0.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.29: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.30: prediction graphic for r “ 0.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.31: simple energy for r “ 0.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.32: intermediate layer height for r “ 0.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.33: prediction graphic for r “ 0.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.34: simple energy for r “ 1., n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.35: intermediate layer height for r “ 1., n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.36: prediction graphic for r “ 1., n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.37: simple energy for r “ 1., n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.38: intermediate layer height for r “ 1., n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.39: prediction graphic for r “ 1., n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.40: simple energy for r “ 1., n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.41: intermediate layer height for r “ 1., n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.42: prediction graphic for r “ 1., n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.43: simple energy for r “ 1., n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.44: intermediate layer height for r “ 1., n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.45: prediction graphic for r “ 1., n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.46: simple energy for r “ 1., n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.47: intermediate layer height for r “ 1., n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.48: prediction graphic for r “ 1., n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.49: simple energy for r “ 1.2, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.50: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.2, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.51: prediction graphic for r “ 1.2, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.52: simple energy for r “ 1.2, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.53: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.2, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.54: prediction graphic for r “ 1.2, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.55: simple energy for r “ 1.2, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.56: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.2, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.57: prediction graphic for r “ 1.2, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.58: simple energy for r “ 1.2, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.59: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.2, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.60: prediction graphic for r “ 1.2, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.61: simple energy for r “ 1.2, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.62: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.2, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.63: prediction graphic for r “ 1.2, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.64: simple energy for r “ 1.4, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.65: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.4, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.66: prediction graphic for r “ 1.4, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.67: simple energy for r “ 1.4, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.68: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.4, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.69: prediction graphic for r “ 1.4, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.70: simple energy for r “ 1.4, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.71: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.4, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.72: prediction graphic for r “ 1.4, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.73: simple energy for r “ 1.4, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.74: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.4, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.75: prediction graphic for r “ 1.4, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.76: simple energy for r “ 1.4, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.77: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.4, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.78: prediction graphic for r “ 1.4, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.79: simple energy for r “ 1.4, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.80: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.4, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.81: prediction graphic for r “ 1.4, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.82: simple energy for r “ 1.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.83: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.84: prediction graphic for r “ 1.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.85: simple energy for r “ 1.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.86: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.87: prediction graphic for r “ 1.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.88: simple energy for r “ 1.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.89: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.90: prediction graphic for r “ 1.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.91: simple energy for r “ 1.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.92: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.93: prediction graphic for r “ 1.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.94: simple energy for r “ 1.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.95: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.96: prediction graphic for r “ 1.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.97: simple energy for r “ 1.6, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.98: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.6, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.99: prediction graphic for r “ 1.6, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.100: simple energy for r “ 1.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.101: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.102: prediction graphic for r “ 1.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.103: simple energy for r “ 1.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.104: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.105: prediction graphic for r “ 1.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.106: simple energy for r “ 1.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.107: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.108: prediction graphic for r “ 1.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.109: simple energy for r “ 1.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.110: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.111: prediction graphic for r “ 1.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.112: simple energy for r “ 1.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.113: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.114: prediction graphic for r “ 1.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.115: simple energy for r “ 1.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.116: intermediate layer height for r “ 1.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.117: prediction graphic for r “ 1.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.118: simple energy for r “ 2., n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.119: intermediate layer height for r “ 2., n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.120: prediction graphic for r “ 2., n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.121: simple energy for r “ 2., n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.122: intermediate layer height for r “ 2., n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.123: prediction graphic for r “ 2., n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.124: simple energy for r “ 2., n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.125: intermediate layer height for r “ 2., n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.126: prediction graphic for r “ 2., n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.127: simple energy for r “ 2., n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.128: intermediate layer height for r “ 2., n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.129: prediction graphic for r “ 2., n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.130: simple energy for r “ 2., n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.131: intermediate layer height for r “ 2., n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.132: prediction graphic for r “ 2., n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.133: simple energy for r “ 2., n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.134: intermediate layer height for r “ 2., n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.135: prediction graphic for r “ 2., n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.136: simple energy for r “ 2.2, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.137: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.2, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.138: prediction graphic for r “ 2.2, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.139: simple energy for r “ 2.2, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.140: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.2, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.141: prediction graphic for r “ 2.2, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.142: simple energy for r “ 2.2, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.143: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.2, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.144: prediction graphic for r “ 2.2, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.145: simple energy for r “ 2.2, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.146: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.2, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.147: prediction graphic for r “ 2.2, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.148: simple energy for r “ 2.2, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.149: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.2, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.150: prediction graphic for r “ 2.2, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.151: simple energy for r “ 2.2, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.152: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.2, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.153: prediction graphic for r “ 2.2, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.154: simple energy for r “ 2.4, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.155: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.4, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.156: prediction graphic for r “ 2.4, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.157: simple energy for r “ 2.4, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.158: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.4, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.159: prediction graphic for r “ 2.4, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.160: simple energy for r “ 2.4, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.161: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.4, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.162: prediction graphic for r “ 2.4, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.163: simple energy for r “ 2.4, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.164: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.4, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.165: prediction graphic for r “ 2.4, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.166: simple energy for r “ 2.4, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.167: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.4, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.168: prediction graphic for r “ 2.4, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.169: simple energy for r “ 2.4, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.170: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.4, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.171: prediction graphic for r “ 2.4, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.172: simple energy for r “ 2.6, n “ 4,m “ 2
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Figure A.173: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.6, n “ 4,m “ 2
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Figure A.174: prediction graphic for r “ 2.6, n “ 4,m “ 2
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Figure A.175: simple energy for r “ 2.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.176: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.177: prediction graphic for r “ 2.6, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.178: simple energy for r “ 2.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.179: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.180: prediction graphic for r “ 2.6, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.181: simple energy for r “ 2.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.182: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.183: prediction graphic for r “ 2.6, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.184: simple energy for r “ 2.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.185: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.186: prediction graphic for r “ 2.6, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.187: simple energy for r “ 2.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.188: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.189: prediction graphic for r “ 2.6, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.190: simple energy for r “ 2.6, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.191: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.6, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.192: prediction graphic for r “ 2.6, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.193: simple energy for r “ 2.8, n “ 4,m “ 2
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Figure A.194: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.8, n “ 4,m “ 2
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Figure A.195: prediction graphic for r “ 2.8, n “ 4,m “ 2
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Figure A.196: simple energy for r “ 2.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.197: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.198: prediction graphic for r “ 2.8, n “ 5,m “ 2
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Figure A.199: simple energy for r “ 2.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.200: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.201: prediction graphic for r “ 2.8, n “ 6,m “ 2
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Figure A.202: simple energy for r “ 2.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.203: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.204: prediction graphic for r “ 2.8, n “ 7,m “ 2
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Figure A.205: simple energy for r “ 2.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.206: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.207: prediction graphic for r “ 2.8, n “ 8,m “ 2
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Figure A.208: simple energy for r “ 2.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.209: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.210: prediction graphic for r “ 2.8, n “ 9,m “ 2
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Figure A.211: simple energy for r “ 2.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.212: intermediate layer height for r “ 2.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
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Figure A.213: prediction graphic for r “ 2.8, n “ 10,m “ 2
B. Fold patterns
This section includes fold patterns for the origami cylinders discussed in this thesis.
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Figure B.1: Folding pattern for Steffen’s polyhedron, the simplest continuously flexible rigid polyhedron. Obtained from [4]
178
valley fold
mountain fold
e Tachi-Miura 
pattern
e slope      of the 
nonvertical lines can be 
chosen arbitrarily. is
fold pattern shows a 
slope of 45°.
Figure B.2: Folding pattern for the Tachi-Miura pattern. More strips can be added by periodic horizontal repetition.
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Guest and Pellegrino type fold pattern
b
c
a
Find a,b,c from r/H,n,m via
valley fold
mountain fold
Figure B.3: Folding pattern for the Guest and Pellgrino type cylinders, here depicted with r “ 1.0, n “ 6,m “ 2.
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Figure B.4: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.4, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.5: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.4, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.6: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.4, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.7: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.4, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.8: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.4, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.9: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.4, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.10: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.4, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.11: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.6, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.12: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.6, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.13: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.6, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.14: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.6, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.15: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.6, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.16: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.6, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.17: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.6, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.18: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.8, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.19: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.8, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.20: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.8, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.21: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.8, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.22: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.8, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.23: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.8, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.24: Fold pattern for the r “ 0.8, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.25: Fold pattern for the r “ 1., n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.26: Fold pattern for the r “ 1., n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.27: Fold pattern for the r “ 1., n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.28: Fold pattern for the r “ 1., n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.29: Fold pattern for the r “ 1., n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.30: Fold pattern for the r “ 1., n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.31: Fold pattern for the r “ 1., n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.32: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.2, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.33: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.2, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.34: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.2, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.35: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.2, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.36: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.2, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.37: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.2, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.38: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.2, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.39: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.4, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.40: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.4, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.41: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.4, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.42: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.4, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.43: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.4, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.44: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.4, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.45: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.4, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.46: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.6, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.47: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.6, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.48: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.6, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.49: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.6, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.50: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.6, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.51: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.6, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.52: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.6, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.53: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.8, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.54: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.8, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.55: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.8, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.56: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.8, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.57: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.8, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.58: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.8, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.59: Fold pattern for the r “ 1.8, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.60: Fold pattern for the r “ 2., n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.61: Fold pattern for the r “ 2., n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.62: Fold pattern for the r “ 2., n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.63: Fold pattern for the r “ 2., n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.64: Fold pattern for the r “ 2., n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.65: Fold pattern for the r “ 2., n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.66: Fold pattern for the r “ 2., n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.67: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.2, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.68: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.2, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.69: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.2, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.70: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.2, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.71: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.2, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.72: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.2, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.73: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.2, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.74: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.4, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.75: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.4, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.76: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.4, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.77: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.4, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.78: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.4, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.79: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.4, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.80: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.4, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.81: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.6, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.82: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.6, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.83: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.6, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.84: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.6, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.85: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.6, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.86: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.6, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.87: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.8, n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.88: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.8, n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.89: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.8, n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.90: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.8, n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.91: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.8, n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.92: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.8, n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.93: Fold pattern for the r “ 2.8, n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.94: Fold pattern for the r “ 3., n “ 4Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.95: Fold pattern for the r “ 3., n “ 5Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.96: Fold pattern for the r “ 3., n “ 6Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.97: Fold pattern for the r “ 3., n “ 7Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.98: Fold pattern for the r “ 3., n “ 8Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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Figure B.99: Fold pattern for the r “ 3., n “ 9Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
Figure B.100: Fold pattern for the r “ 3., n “ 10Guest and Pellegrino cylinder
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